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Continental Europe

About the Guide
This Bord Bia Guide to Logistics Service Providers (LSP’s) presents an
overview of potential Logistics Service Providers to Continental Europe. The
Guide illustrates a sample of typical providers based in Ireland and others
based in specific markets. It is not intended to be comprehensive or
exhaustive. Other providers are available in the market place. Inclusion in
the Guide is not a recommendation and exporters should apply due diligence
when selecting or contracting with any of the providers listed.
This initial research was commissioned by Bord Bia and conducted by SCMG.
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Guide to Logistics Service Providers
Irish food, drink and horticulture exports represent some 10% of merchandise exports and 16% of
industrial output. The success in the marketplace of such exports is dependent upon the timely
delivery of the product in appropriate condition and at competitive cost to destination. The efficacy
of the Irish food and drink export supply chain is thus critical to the success of Ireland’s exports in
these sectors. Indeed in many industrial sectors there is an emerging realisation that it is supply
chains that compete, more so than individual products. In essence what this means is that no
matter how good your product is, you will not be successful or lose market share unless it can be
delivered where it is wanted, when it is wanted, and at less cost than competitors.
Thirty-four percent of Irish exports already reach the Euro zone and a number of companies have
achieved significant business in this area. Identifying appropriate transport channels and
distributors is however not an easy task, especially for new entrants and those exporters with
relatively small initial volumes.
Logistics and distribution is one key area where companies can collaborate to realise economies of
scope and scale. This is the basic premise behind many Logistics Service Providers’ value proposition
that they can realise economies of scope and scale on behalf of customers who would be otherwise
unable to compete effectively in export markets.
The logistics sector, like many other sectors, has its own dynamics and complexities. This Guide
includes a range of different types of Logistics Service Providers (LSPs). The logistics sector in fact
comprises many different types of LSPs and various, sometimes overlapping labels, are often used to
describe such companies.
For ease of reference we have categorised the LSPs profiled in this guide into three broad categories:
hauliers, forwarders and third party logistics providers (3PLs). It should be noted however that these
are not binding labels as such and that there can be overlap in terms of the services provided across
each of these types. Many hauliers for example now offer value adding services that 3PLs offer so
the overlaps can be quite significant.
Some of the value adding services quoted have in fact almost become generics like track and trace
and real time temperature monitoring. Some LSPs can provide a complete range of value adding
services which could also include storage, inventory management, cross docking, order picking,
packing and re-packing, labelling, bar coding and performance management and reporting.
A basic description of LSP types is included in the following table.
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LSP

Description

Haulier

A haulier might be most appropriate when you and your customer or distributor
have your own warehouses and storage facilities where products can be picked,
packed and despatched to your customer’s equivalent facility in the market place
for onward distribution to the end user or final customer. The emphasis then is
on working with a point to point transport provider.

Forwarder

A forwarder would be most appropriate when you need some logistics expertise
not available within your own company. Forwarders are like travel agents for the
logistics sector. A forwarder can or will manage all aspects of your order from
collection to delivery to the final customer. They will often subcontract the actual
carriage of the freight to hauliers and other transport providers.

3PL

A 3PL or third party logistics provider will manage all aspects of your exports from
one end of the supply chain to the other using their own asset based resources
including infrastructure and transport and often working with a network of
partners. They thus combine the functions of both forwarders and hauliers. They
also provide what a haulier or forwarder might describe as value adding services
as “standard”.
Table 1: LSP Type Descriptions

The Guide lists a wide range of different LSP types including indigenous Irish companies, other
European companies in some cases delivering to Ireland and providing the opportunity for backhaul
opportunities to their home base markets and multinational and global logistics companies
operating in Ireland.
Our research also suggests that the costs of using different LSP types can vary dramatically
depending on the temperature range and the destination. This is obviously a key consideration
when selecting a LSP. It is important to consider what your requirements are including what service
levels are expected in individual markets. Equivalent rates for pallet shipments on defined routes
can vary dramatically between different provider types.
The price is sensitive to the temperature range, the quantity being shipped, the service required and
the type of provider. The more sophisticated LSPs are not necessarily more expensive and vice versa
depending on the circumstances but type is a factor to consider when defining the service you
require.
It should be noted that the classification is less important than defining the required service and
identifying a provider that delivers that service in a way that is consistent with your marketing and
brand values.
Some profiles include employee numbers and turnover figures. These have been obtained from
reliable sites where this information is publicly available.
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Index of Selected Logistics Service Providers to Continental Europe
#

Logistics Service Provider

Classification

1

ACE Express freight

Forwarder

6

2

Agility

3PL

6

3

Allied Freight Forwarding

Forwarder

7

4

Ballinalard

Haulier

7

5

Bradley Transport

Haulier

8

6

Brendan Dixon Transport

Haulier

8

7

Brian Caffrey International

Haulier

9

8

Carna Transport

Haulier

9

9

Celtic Freight Forwarding

Forwarder

10

10 CEVA

3PL

10

11 Dawn Farm Distribution

Haulier

11

12 DB Schenker Ireland

3PL

11

13 Denis J Downey

Haulier

12

14 DHL Ireland

3PL

12

15 Diamond Shipping

3PL

13

16 DSV Road Ltd

3PL

13

17 Eddie Stobart

3PL

14

18 Elsatrans

3PL

14

19 Emerald Freight Express

Forwarder

15

20 Geodis

3PL

15

21 Ice Logistics

Haulier

16

22 Iggy Madden Transport

Haulier

16

23 Irish Shipping and Transport

Forwarder

17

24 Jan de Rijk

Haulier

17

25 Jenkinson Logistics

3PL

18

26 Johnston Logistics

3PL

18

27 Kuehne & Nagel

3PL

19

28 Laser Shipping Company Ltd

Forwarder

19

29 M O'Neill Haulage

Haulier

20

30 MacAndrew

Forwarder

20

31 Maguire International Ltd

Haulier

21

32 Managh Transport

Haulier

21

33 McBurney Refrigeration

Haulier

22
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Page

#

Logistics Service Provider

Classification

Page

34 McCulla

3PL

22

35 Molloy & Sherry

Haulier

23

36 Montgomery Transport

Haulier

23

37 Myers Haulage

Haulier

24

38 Nagel Group (Langdons)

Haulier

24

39 Nolan Transport

Haulier

25

40 Norbert Dentressangle

3PL

25

41 O’Reilly Transport

Haulier

26

42 O'Toole Refrigerated Transport

Haulier

26

43 P&O Ferrymasters (Ambient)

3PL

27

44 Primeline Logistics

3PL

27

45 Protrans

Haulier

28

46 Ray Moran Int. Transport

Haulier

28

47 Sawyers Transport

Haulier

29

48 Seabridge Logistics

3PL

29

49 Skeath Transport

Haulier

30

50 STL (Shannon Transport)

3PL

30

51 TDG

3PL

31

52 Turners of Soham

Haulier

31

53 TwoWay Aramex

3PL

32

54 Victor Treacy

Forwarder

32

55 Virginia Transport

Haulier

33

56 Walton Transport

Haulier

33

57 Wincanton

3PL

34

58 Woodside

Haulier

34

59 Yearsley

3PL

35
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Logistics Service Providers
Ireland to Continental Europe
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ACE Express Freight

Forwarder

Blakes Cross
Lusk
Dublin

Ace Express is a network logistics solution comprising 14 transport
companies. Satellite depots are connected in real time to the hub
providing services across Ireland, to the UK and most parts of mainland
Europe with a nightly service.
Pallets are trunked from Irish depots serving all 32 counties overnight
to Dublin for onward shipping. Services are provided for full and part
loads through groupage.
The Ace fleet includes box trailers, standard curtain sides, euro liners,
flat liners and double deck trailers. Bespoke trailers and services are
also provided.
Services include warehousing, stock management, scheduling, track and
trace and all aspects of managing products from source to final
delivery. Instant online quotation and booking services via company
website.
Ace Express was named by Deloittes as one of “Ireland’s Best Managed
Companies” in 2009.

 +353 1 870 2888
www.aceexpressgroup.com
sales@ace-express.com

Agility
Unit M1
Furry Industrial Estate
Santry
Dublin 9

3PL
Agility is a global integrated logistics service provider including freight
forwarded by air, sea and road transport as well as warehousing and
distribution services.
Agility is a full service logistics provider as part of a global network of
550 offices in 120 countries with 32,000 personnel and turnover of
approximately €2 billion.
Agility provides standardised road freight services with a full range of
customisable options to optimise service levels and costs. Services
include shipping with predetermined timeframes with frequent and
reliable schedules or precise pickup and delivery time for critical
shipments. This includes full truck loads and less than truck loads
including refrigerated and double stacking trailers.
Services include documentation management and tracking tools for total
visibility.

 +353 1 866 7400

They have offices in Dublin and Cork. In Ireland they have 25 employees.

www.agilitylogistics.com
info@agilitylogistics.com
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Allied Freight Forwarding
Unit 9
Airport East Business
Park
Ballygarven
Co. Cork

Forwarder

Allied Freight Forwarding provide transport solutions from anywhere in
Ireland to anywhere in the World.
They focus on providing a total solution or end to end, collection to final
delivery, service based on their extensive network and knowledge about
transport services, including road, air and sea.
This includes warehousing services and customs clearance.

 +353 21 4311577

The company has been established since 1986 and its philosophy is to
provide the highest quality, professional and efficient services to each
and every customer.

www.alliedforwarding.com
info@alliedforwarding.com

Ballinalard
Ballinalard
Tipperary
Co. Tipperary

Haulier
Ballinalard Transport have been established for over 20 years and now
provide a full range of logistics services whilst retaining all the
advantages of dealing with a small company.
Based in Tipperary, Ballinalard are located in Munster for quick access to
all ports and airports. This includes facilities and arrangements with all
the cross channel ferry operators and ensuring quick access to markets.
The fleet of Ballinalard trucks includes over 70 refrigerated trailers
including dual temperature, split trailers, and floor loaded trailer units as
well as 65 insulated box vans, 30 Euroliners and 40 Airfreight trailers.
Additional services include storage, distribution and warehousing
facilities throughout Ireland. Transport services are provided to all
countries in Europe for full and part loads.
Ballinalard have a key focus on food and horticulture as well as other
sectors.

 +353 62 52401

Progress of consignments are tracked from point of load to delivery via
on-line tracking systems. Service levels are overnight to the UK and 36
hours to Northern Europe.

www.ballinalard-transport.ie
info@ballinalard-transport.ie
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Bradley Transport
Umricam
Buncrana
Co. Donegal

Haulier
Bradley transport offer distribution of both dry, ambient goods as well as
refrigerated goods, using their own fleet of modern, satellite tracked
vehicles.
In addition to their home base in Buncrana, Bradleys have bases in
Holland (Maasdijk) and France (Dunkerque).
Bradley specialise in refrigerated transport for meat, fruit, flowers and
vegetables directly from the producer to the customer.

 +353 74 932 2714

With the facility in Holland, part shipments can be consolidated to
provide deliveries across Europe.

www.bradleytransport.com
bradleysales@eircom.net

Brendan Dixon Transport
Tymoole
Rathfeith
Tara
Co. Meath

Haulier

Brendan Dixon specialise in delivering goods around Ireland and Europe
including dry and refrigerated, containerised and bulk liquid transport.
Brendan Dixon is strategically located between Dublin and Belfast.
Daily services are provided by a large and extensive fleet of lorries using
some of the most fuel efficient vehicles on the road with weekly
scheduled deliveries to Europe.
Deliveries are tracked in real time and available on-line 24 hours per day.
Bespoke services are offered based on the best logistical solutions
available in today’s market.

 +353 41 98 21865

Some of the countries that Brendan Dixon deliver to include the UK,
France, Spain, Germany, Italy, Austria, Greece and Poland.

www.brendandixontransport.com
info@brendandixontransport.com
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Brian Caffrey International
Coolfore
Ashbourne
Co. Meath

Haulier

Brian Caffrey was setup in 1969 and is still run as a family business. The
company offers a range of services using its own fleet of vehicles
including curtainsiders, box vans, insulated trailers and full refrigerated
units, all running on full air suspension.
The company offers services to the food and drink sector.
Brian Caffrey provides regular services to France, Spain, Italy, Belgium
and Holland as well as the UK.

 +353 1 8 354167

In addition to transport solutions, Brian Caffrey offer both a warehousing
and storage facility at their 30,000 ft2 facility in Ashbourne.

www.caffreyinternational.com
sean@caffreyinternational.com

Carna Transport
Carna Transport
Main Street
Castleblayney
Co. Monaghan

Haulier
Established in 1973, Carna has developed into one of the largest fleets in
Ireland comprising 130 tractor units and over 210 trailers of various
specifications including insulated box trailers and full refrigerated units.
All units are replaced on a three year cycle.
All trailers are fitted with load securing equipment and communications
and tracking systems.
Carna offer transport on all ferry routes throughout Europe, ensuring
that the customers’ goods arrive at their destination on time. All loads
are driver accompanied to ensure their proper care.

 +353 42 974 0537

Carna were awarded the “International Haulier of the Year 2008” at the
Export and Freight Transport and Logistics Award.
Carna employ 40 people.

www.carnatspt.ie
info@carnatspt.com
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Celtic Freight Forwarding
Celtic House
30 Marlborough Street
Dublin 1

Forwarder

Celtic Forwarding is a leading international freight forwarding company
with a Head Office and Supply Chain Centre in Dublin and regional
offices in Waterford, Drogheda and Limerick.
European road freight services are offered on a full and part load or
groupage basis. Full trailer driver accompanied loads are run on a
scheduled weekly basis or on demand with services of three to four days
direct to end users.
Smaller shipments or part loads are also offered for the major markets
of France, Italy, Spain and Benelux. These services are operated in
conjunction with various overseas agents.
Other services include warehousing, stock control, order picking and
packing and other value add services.

 +353 1 865 6000

Celtic Forwarding has particular expertise in forwarding wines and spirits
and won the Best Logistics Company to the Wine Industry in Ireland in
2009. Celtic Forwarding is the first Irish indigenous company to achieve
AEO (Authorised Economic Operator) status for fast tracking goods into
and out of the EU.

www.celticfwd.ie
info@celticfwd.ie

CEVA
Unit 3
Horizon Logistics Park
Harristown
Dublin

3PL
CEVA has a global network extending over 170 countries and 1,200 sites.
CEVA design, implement and operate end to end contract logistics and
freight management solutions for medium and large national and
multinational operators.
In Ireland CEVA provide both freight and contract logistics services as
well as ocean and air and a wide range of value add services including
tailored warehousing and distribution services.
CEVA offer consulting and solution design, contract logistics, end to end
supply chain services and freight management.

 +353 1 811 0300

CEVA’s “Smart Solutions” modular approach means that “clients don’t
have to reinvent the wheel” and can benefit from using CEVA’s core
supply chain processes that can be tailored to individual requirements.

www.cevalogistics.com
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Dawn Farm Distribution
Dawn Farms Distribution
Ltd
The Maudins
Nass
Co. Kildare

Haulier

Dawn Farms Distribution is part of the Queally Group.
They provide distribution services to their sister companies in the Dawn
Group as well as other large food manufacturers.
Dawn distribute to over 20 European countries on a weekly basis
providing multi temperature controlled groupage to full loads via a
combination of large and small third party contract hauliers.

 +353 45 87600
info@dawndistribution.ie

DB Schenker Ireland
North Ring Industrial
Estate
Dublin 9

3PL
Part of the DB Schenker Group consisting of 720 branches in 36
European countries.
Schenker offer a door to door service available to and from anywhere in
Europe.
The service portfolio includes groupage, part and full loads.
Food products are dealt with as special cargo, to ensure their
appropriate handling.
All staff handling food cargoes is HACCP compliant, and operate to EU
regulation EC 852, in addition to any other local laws that may be in
force.

 +353 1 816 5400

They have a turnover of €60 million.

www.schenker.ie
sales.ireland@schenker.ie
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Denis J Downey
Donoughmore
Co. Cork

Haulier
Downey transport provides an ambient only service of national and
international distribution services from its base in Co. Cork using a fleet
of euroliners and tautliners.
The company works as a haulier for other companies who provide clients
with a groupage service, as opposed to them offering the groupage
service themselves.
Principal markets served are the UK, Germany, Holland and Luxembourg.
In addition they have food grade tankers for transporting bulk liquids.
All trucks have satellite tracking fitted to ensure cargoes can be located
at any time.
All goods are carried under IRHA and CMR conditions.

 +353 21 733 7038

In addition to the distribution network, Downey can offer clients high
specification warehousing facilities.

www.downeytransport.com
info@downeytransport.com

DHL Ireland
Unit 3
Elm Road
Dublin Airport Logistics
Park
St. Margarets Road
St. Margarets
Dublin

3PL
DHL is one of the largest Logistics companies operating Worldwide and
with a base in Ireland.
DHL have over 100 staff in Ireland and provide a wide range of logistics
and supply chain services including international express, same day
services, warehousing and value added services as well as business mail.
DHL Ireland has a head office in Dublin supported by offices in Cork and
Shannon. They provide overland service to all of Europe. This includes
groupage for shipment up to 2,500 Kg and part and full truck loads.
Temperature controlled services include a less than full load
consolidation service for chilled and ambient products, GPS security and
temperature controlled monitoring, scheduled departures and short
lead times, centralised booking, online track and trace and proof of
delivery.
DHL own their own fleet of vehicles and can access their wider network
across Europe and the World offering unrivalled service and cost
advantages. They also provide a consolidation service which is cost
effective for single pallets and loose load shipments, ideal for the
dispatch of samples or a trial order.

 +353 816 1000

They have a turnover of €206 million and employ 1,190 people. They
have offices in Dublin and Cork.

www.dhl.ie
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Diamond Shipping Services Limited
Rosemount Business
Park,
Ballycoolin
Dublin 11

3PL

Diamond Shipping provides an extensive range of transport and
warehouse services including groupage.
They operate from three principal bases in Ireland, Dublin, Cork and
Limerick but as part of “Partner Link” have an extensive network in the
UK and continental Europe. Diamond’s own fleet of trucks include 16
vehicles with 13,000 m2 of warehousing.
Diamond has approximately 500 customers and the services they
provide to over 32 countries include temperature controlled shipments
with weekly trailers to and from Europe. Diamond also has a hub in
Rotterdam but services to Spain are managed on a direct basis.
Through the Partner Link network Diamond have access to over 1,400
trucks and 2,400 trailers and approximately 4,000,000 sq feet of
warehousing. The combined Partner Link turnover and employees is
£250 Million and approximately 3,000 employees.

 +353 1 640 5000

Diamond’s partner in Spain is Transportes Escudero Express S.L.

www.diamondship.ie
SHurley@diamondship.ie

DSV Road
Tougher Business Park
Ladytown
Naas
Co. Kildare

3PL
DSV provide flexible, quick and efficient transport services. They
specialise in both dry and temperature controlled cargo as well as break
bulk, distribution and customised solutions for individual clients
including track and trace, online booking, proof of delivery and a variety
of different means of communications depending on clients’
requirements.
DSV have a strong market position in the Nordic Region, Central Europe,
Benelux and the UK. This includes control of their own network and
equipment.
DSV provide a wide range of supply chain services including inbound
logistics, warehousing, groupage, outbound distribution and after sales
service.
Online “e-quote” system provides prices for full and part loads.

 +353 45 44 47 77

DSV have a turnover of €93 million and employ 450 people. They have
offices in Naas, Swords, Cork and Shannon.

www.dsv.com
info@ie.dsv.com
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Eddie Stobart Ireland
Tolka Quay Road
Dublin Port
Dublin 1

3PL

Stobart Ireland operates its own offices, warehousing and cross-docking
facilities at the Ferry port in Dublin. Stobart Ireland provides transport
and warehousing including ambient and state of the art chilled fleet
covering the whole of Ireland and linking directly to the UK and to
Europe through a single integrated logistics provider.
Stobart’s Irish fleet operates a modern fleet of tractors and state of the
art single and twin deck ambient trailers and the latest satellite
monitored temperature controlled vehicles.
Services include complete warehousing and transport services, instant
real time tracking, multiple routes to market, temperature controlled
and ambient logistics and co-packing which allow customers to use
Stobart as their own Distribution Centre.
Stobart have full 24/7/365 access to the European network of ambient,
chilled, cross docking and other specialist distribution facilities. The
business is ISO 9001 compliant. The group operates over 1,850 trucks
and 3,000 trailers.

 +353 1 8860 020

They have a turnover of €425 million and employ 4,458 people.

www.stobartgroup.com
oreillyg@eddiestobart.co.uk

Elsatrans
Unit 12b
Osberstown Industrial
Park
Naas
Co. Kildare

3PL
Elsatrans offer refrigerated transport services with multi temperature
controlled trailers offering the flexibility of ambient and frozen on the
one load.
Services are provided on a 24/7 basis with a two to three driver per truck
policy in line with working time directives and road transport act
legislation. Dedicated drivers for individual clients provide continuity
and familiarisation with individual customers and their own
requirements.
The Elsatrans fleet include Euro IV compliant vehicles to reduce their
carbon footprint.
Elsatrans operate throughout Ireland and across Europe through its
network of partners.

 +353 45 856 448

Elsatrans also provide 3PL and 4PL services including JIT collection and
delivery as required. They also have opportunities with vehicles
returning daily from all parts of Ireland to the Kildare-Dublin area
providing opportunities for very competitive rates on return loads.

www.elsatrans.ie
aaron@elsatrans.ie
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Emerald Freight Express
Unit 2a
Santryhall Ind Pk
Santry
Dublin 9

Forwarder

Emerald Freight Express was established in 1981 and is ranked as one of
the best independent Freight Forwarders in the Irish market by the Irish
International Freight Association.
Emerald is based in Dublin but provide an all Ireland service including
Cork, Shannon and Belfast. They offer a wide range of end to end
services from collection to final delivery based on core services and
value added service that can be provided to individual clients’
requirements.
Core services include a global network of service partners, purchase
order warehousing and inventory management including bond and
distribution services.

 +353 1 8165 292

Value adding services include real time track and trace, packaging
services and multi-vendor consolidation.
Emerald’s quality management system is certified to ISO 9001: 2000.

www.emeraldfreight.com

Geodis Ireland
Damastown Industrial
Park
Mulhuddart
Dublin

3PL
Geodis is one of Europe’s leading logistics groups with the ability to
manage all or part of a customer’s supply chain as required. Geodis
Logistics in Ireland was established in 2002 and has two main sites in
Dublin and Limerick.
European Road Freight services can cater for full, part and groupage
freight across all of Europe working through a network of partners
including multiple weekly services to and from all major European cities.
All types of trailers are provided which are security sealed and driver
accompanied.
Services include all end to end supply chain services including on-line
booking, traceability and proof of delivery. Dedicated delivery services
to UK, Northern Europe, Scandinavia, Eastern Europe and the
Mediterranean.
Geodis Ireland also provides air and sea freight services. The Geodis
group employs 26,000 employees on 6 continents and offers a wealth of
experience of supply chain services and markets.
Geodis Ireland was awarded the Irish Exporters Association’s “Logistics
Company of the Year 2008”.

 +353 1 826 3000

They have a turnover of €67 million.

www.geodis.com
info@hq.geodiswilson.com
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Ice Logistics
Unit 12
CGI Building
Blanchardstown
Dublin 15

Haulier
Ice Logistics specialise in providing single or multi temperature
transportation, warehousing and logistics for the food industry.
They operate with a nationwide network of distribution agents across all
32 counties and onward distribution to the UK, Europe and Worldwide.
Ice Logistics operate a fleet of over sixty vehicles operating 24/7/365 for
all chilled and ambient deliveries. Orders can be delivered as dedicated
or shared loads and are tracked at every stage of their journey.
Ice Logistics also provide warehousing services, through a partner, for
chilled and frozen goods in Dublin and Cork providing over 200,000 sq ft
of secure and monitored cold storage.
End to end services are provided with full traceability using HACCP
compliant refrigeration units and proof of delivery as well as
comprehensive insurance including stock deterioration, breakdown and
fire and theft.

 +353 1 829 8200

They employ 10 people.

www.icelogistics.ie
info@icelogistics.ie

Iggy Madden Transport

Haulier

Unit 1
Iggy Madden started in 1978 and is still a family run business that prides
Harbour Enterprise Park, itself on its attention to detail and customer focus.
New Docks
Operating a fleet of 26 tractor units and over 100 trailer units including
Galway
flats, euroliners and fridge trailers.
In addition to the specialist trailer units Iggy Madden provide a
containerised service throughout Europe, specifically but not limited to
the UK, France and Holland.
The fleet of refrigerated trucks operate daily throughout the UK and
mainland Europe.

 +353 91 564396

All vehicles in the fleet are equipped with DriveCam technology and
satellite tracking, ensuring the immediate traceability and safety of any
load.

www.iggymaddentransport.com
dave@iggymaddentransport.com
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Irish Shipping & Transport Limited
Forward House
Eklad Close
Malahide Road
Industrial Park
Coolock
Dublin 17

Forwarder

Irish Shipping & Transport provide export and import groupage services
with weekly departures on a direct basis to Spain as well as many other
European countries and Worldwide.
Irish Shipping & Transport grew out of the Irish semi-state ship owning
company and has been established since 1989.
They provide dry, chilled and frozen goods as well as warehousing and
distribution. This includes different types of transportation packages
according to specific needs.

 +353 1 877 4000

Irish Shipping & Transport have a head office and warehouse in Dublin.
Facilities include a 50,000 ft2 dedicated trailer and container stripping
facility as well as a fully computerised proof of delivery system.

www.irishshipping.com
sales@irish-shipping.com

Jan de Rijk
No 2 East Parks Smiths
Town Industrial Estate
Shannon
Co. Clare

Haulier
Jan De Rijk is a Netherlands based logistics provider with an office in
Shannon and links to other offices across Europe. Jan De Rijk operates a
modern and diverse range and fleet of vehicles including Euro IV and V
engine standards.
The Group’s 200 plus refrigerated vehicles offer comprehensive
temperature controlled services throughout Europe.
Jan De Rijk operate a Fresh Logistics Unit which provides dedicated daily
shipping on selected routes and can provide full and less than full load
services as required. This includes GPS trailer monitoring and real time
temperature logging and reporting.
They have a number of strategically located Logistics Centres in the
Netherlands close to the Ports and Schipol airport and providing good
access to Germany and Belgium via road and rail.

 +353 6171 9136

Jan De Rijk can provide a significant range of value adding services
including warehousing, order and inventory management, packing and
repacking services.
They have a turnover of €139 million.

www.janderijk.com
sales@janderijk.com
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Jenkinson Logistics
36 Airways Industrial
Estate
Cloghran
Dublin 17

3PL
Jenkinson Logistics provide daily departures for exports and imports
that include groupage and full load services from Ireland. Jenkinson
operate in air freight, sea freight, road freight, project shipments,
warehousing and logistics as well as providing freight management
services.
Export services to Spain are based on a Friday ship day with delivery on
the following Thursday. Jenkinson have offices in Dublin, Cork and
Shannon and a warehouse in Cork.
Jenkinson work with European and UK partners with strong national
distribution networks.

 +353 1 241 1000

Jenkinson provide a Freight Management service to organise shipments
and provide a full range of reports as required or can negotiate on
behalf of exporters to leverage their purchasing power with hauliers
and shippers.

www.jenkinson.ie
fiona@jenkinson.ie

Johnston Logistics
Johnston Logistics
Blackchurch Business
Park
Rathcoole
Co. Dublin

3PL
Johnston Logistics provide an international distribution service through
its partnership with Dachser Logistics based in Germany, providing a
network of over 230 locations throughout Europe within a traceable
network where all consignments are bar coded down to the item level.
Track and trace is provided as is on-line proof of delivery.
Groupage and full loads are provided.
The fleet of vehicles includes a range of trailer types including
refrigerated units (not frozen) and ambient box trailers.

 +353 1 401 3333

Johnston Logistics is certified to ISO 9001:2000 and is a member of the
Chartered Institute of Logistics and Transport.

www.johnstonlogistics.ie
info@jol.ie
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Kuehne & Nagel
Horizon Logistics Park
Harristown
Dublin

3PL
Kuehne & Nagel is a global leader in international forwarding ranking
amongst the top three worldwide contract logistics companies. The
company employs 55,000 employees in 900 locations in more than 100
countries.
Kuehne & Nagel Ireland has a National Head Office based in Dublin. A
wide range of logistical services is provided including road transport and
contract logistics. Kuehne and Nagel have road transportation
departments in Dublin, Cork and Shannon.
Services include fixed transit times to ensure reliable transport
throughout Europe including on-line tracking and tracing from collection
to final delivery.
Kuehne & Nagel can provide advice and services in groupage, 4PL
transport management, full and part loads and cool chain and
temperature sensitive shipments.

 +353 1 823 9777

The Irish Operation has a turnover of €86 million. They have offices in
Cork, Shannon and Dublin.

www.kn-portal.com
info.dublin@kuehne-nagel.com

Laser Shipping Co. Ltd.
Rosemount Park Drive
Rosemount Business
Park
Ballycoolin
Dublin 11

Forwarder

Laser Shipping began trading in 1983 as an international freight
forwarder.
They have developed a full range of air, road and ocean freight for
import and export requirements.
Laser Shipping provides services to all European markets but are
specialists in transporting products to Spain. They provide a door to
door service for full and part loads and groupage.
They provide services to all European countries. Infrastructure includes
their own hub in Belgium.

 +353 1 811 8866

They offer standard and custom solutions depending on requirements
that include a wide range of supply chain services including bonded
warehousing, pick and pack and managing inventory.

www.lasershipping.com
Gerard@lasershipping.com
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M O'Neill Haulage
Tinnahinch
Graiguenamanagh
Kilkenny

Haulier
M O’Neill haulage is a family run road haulage company with a
background of continental experience mainly serving Spanish and
Portuguese groupage services.
They offer a 24/7 service on full and part loads from anything from one
pallet upwards. M’O Neill Haulage operates a fleet of twenty truck and
twenty five refrigerated trailers. All vehicles are fitted with tracking
systems and data loggers.
M O’Neill provide transport, storage and distribution of goods. The
business has been built up by word of mouth and on the basis of
services initially for meat and seafood sectors.

 +353 59 97 25621

M O’Neill have six years’ experience in Spanish distribution but service
all the main delivery points in Spain on a weekly basis including
Barcelona, Madrid, Malaga, Seville and Irun as well as the Balearic
Islands and all other major destinations.

www.moneillhaulage.ie
info@moneillhaulage.ie

MacAndrew
Conway House
Eastwall Road
Dublin 3

Forwarder
MacAndrew offer multimodal global transport services through a
network of offices and Agents.
This well established business is based in the UK but has offices in
Dublin and Cork as well as offices in Spain in Madrid, Bilbao, Barcelona,
Santurce and Valencia. They have dedicated staff located in Madrid and
Barcelona.
Services to Spain are provided on a two-loop weekly door to door
service linking the UK, Ireland and Spain departing Dublin on Sunday
and calling at Bilbao (via Liverpool) on a Friday.

 +353 1 855 2644

MacAndrew operates overland trailer services and operates 20 trucks
between Spain and other European countries.
MacAndrews employs over 150 people. MacAndrews was established
in 1855 but has been part of CMA-CGM since 2003.

www.macandrews.com
marketing@macandrews.com
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Maguire International European Transport
Ballinode
Co. Monaghan

Haulier

Maguire provide refrigerated trailer services from Ireland to the UK and
Continental Europe. The fleet of 60 articulated trucks, 200 tautliners
and over 50 refrigerated trailers are equipped with state of the art GPS
technology containing both vehicle and temperature monitoring
systems.
Multi-temperature compartment trailers with split doors make it
possible to carry both chilled and frozen loads simultaneously.
Full and less than full loads can be accommodated including ambient,
chilled and frozen products. Shipping slots are block booked on ferries
to the UK and rest of Europe to provide reliable service for transporting
time sensitive products.

 +353 47 89 311

Maguire International Transport is an ISO 9001 company.

www.maguireinternational.eu
transport@maguireint.ie

Managh Transport
Farranamanagh
Cashel
Co. Tipperary

Haulier
Founded in 1985 and run as a family business providing international
transport facilities from its Co. Tipperary base.
Managh Transport serves the food and horticulture sectors with regular
temperature controlled deliveries from Ireland to all parts of Europe.
All refrigerated units are fitted with temperature monitoring systems to
ensure the safety of temperature sensitive cargoes.
The fleet consists of 45 tractor units and 60 trailers including fridge,
euroliner and box trailers.
All units are replaced through a rolling programme ensuring that no
vehicle or trailer is over 4 years old.

 +353 62 615 68

All vehicles are equipped with satellite tracking to ensure the safety and
timely delivery of every cargo. A DriveCam system is also fitted to the
vehicles to ensure the safety of both the driver and loads.

www.managhtransport.ie
david.managh@O2.ie
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McBurney Refrigeration
Dublin Docks
Tolka Quay
Dublin

Haulier

McBurney was founded in 1965 and provides a wide range of transport
and warehousing services. Services are provided throughout the UK,
Ireland and Europe.
McBurney acquired P&O Ferrymasters refrigerated division in July 2000
providing an operating base in Liverpool and refrigerated haulage for
mostly food manufacturers. Transport of full or part loads for dry,
ambient and temperature controlled goods including chilled and frozen
are provided.
McBurney have over 1,100 vehicles and over 600 staff based in different
depots and 80 to 100 subcontractors. The fleet includes 480
refrigerated trailers including the high cube refrigerated trailers with a
52 pallet capacity in a double decker configuration. This includes a wide
range of bases and depots on both sides of the Irish Sea and beyond into
Europe.

 +353 185 588 80

McBurney Transport is a privately held family business. They have a
turnover of €34 million and employ 223 people.

www.mcburneytransport.com
info@McBurneyTransport.com

McCulla Ireland
Blaris Industrial Estate
Old Hillsborough Road
Lisburn
N Ireland BT27 5QB

3PL
McCulla Ireland provides a complete range of distribution and logistical
solutions to the frozen food industry. This includes cold storage, blast
freezing, order assembly and refrigerated transport.
McCulla operate their own dedicated fleet of specialised refrigerated
trucks and provide services from customer pick up, storage and final
delivery to the customer. Storage capacity of 9,000 pallets combined
with a radio frequency warehouse management system and a
sophisticated traffic control software system to optimise fleet
performance and cost.
The company provides complete distribution services and can assemble
orders or provide cross docking services for smaller orders including
individual pallets and boxes. This includes all sizes of customers and
requirements either small companies looking to grow or large
companies looking to streamline their logistics.
Whilst specialising in frozen food distribution, McCulla offers a
distribution service to the food industry across the temperature range,
and can deliver consignments across Europe on a daily basis.

 +44 28 92 67 22 11

McCulla have a turnover of €13 million and employ 114 people.

www.mcculla.co.uk
contactus@mcculla.co.uk
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Molloy and Sherry
Bond Road
Alexandra Quay
Dublin 3

Haulier
Molloy & Sherry were established in 1971 and provide refrigerated
transport to Ireland, the UK and Europe.
Their fleet of vehicles includes over 100 refrigerated containers and
vehicles. All trailers have air suspension and hold a standard 26 or 36
Euro pallets.
They are based in the heart of Dublin Port and are a long standing
service provider to the food industry including working directly with the
Department of Agriculture and Food and a number of meat processing
companies.

 +353 1 877 2620

Molloy and Sherry also provide refrigerated storage services for frozen,
chilled and ambient products from 2,000 ft2 to 50,000 ft2. Their
warehouse is customs approved and bonded.

www.molloyandsherry.ie
transport@molloyandsherry.ie

Montgomery Transport
607 Antrim Road
Newton Abbey
N Ireland BT36 4RF

Haulier

Montgomery ship over 100,000 movements per year and provide a one
stop shop for all logistics needs. Montgomery has three main operating
locations Belfast, Dublin and Preston with seven distribution hubs in
both the UK and Ireland (Dublin and Lurgan).
The Montgomery fleet includes 150 articulated trucks and over 900
trailers. This includes 105 refrigerated trailers (all under two years old).
Facilities and warehousing include 58,000 ft2 in Lurgan for chilled and
frozen goods and 5,000 pallet spaces in the UK.
European services are provided on a 24 hour and 48 hour basis with full,
part loads and groupage available. Online booking, track and trace and
proof of delivery are all available.
Montgomery provides transport services to a wide range of blue chip
food companies including supermarkets.
Montgomery Transport is part of Ballyvessy Holdings.

 +44 28 9084 9321

They have a turnover of €37 million and employ 303 people.

www.montgomerytransportgroup.com
mark.snowden@montgomerytransportgroup.com
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Myers Haulage
Barleymount West
Killarney
Co. Kerry

Haulier
Myers Haulage is based in Killarney and was established in 1998.
Myers operates a comprehensive range of transport and haulage
services including international distribution for temperature controlled
products.
This includes small, part and full loads including groupage services and
multi-drop deliveries.
A “Quick Quote” facility provides quotes on line by load and type of
transport and temperature required.

 +353 64 66 37210

The Myers fleet includes multi-temperature controlled trailers for fresh
and frozen produce.

www.myershaulage.ie
info@myershaulage.ie

Nagel Group
1 Palmerston Road
Port Zone
White Cliffs Business Park
Whitfield
Dover
Kent CT16 3NF

Haulier
Nagel Group provides a comprehensive European network and can offer
bespoke services to individual customers. They provide cost advantages
of a network logistics operator through the ChillNET network that links
partners in Ireland to the UK and into Europe.
Nagel Group also provides warehouse services via its international
network. Temperatures are monitored for each shipment from
collection to delivery.
Key markets include Ireland, UK, France, Spain, Holland, Belgium, Italy,
Germany, and others including Scandinavia, and countries in Eastern
Europe.
These are served directly or through partner members of ChillNET.
The Nagel group operates in 14 countries, employs over 9,300 staff and
runs 4,100 vehicles from 80 depots across Europe.

 +44 1304 872601

They have a turnover of €62 million.

www.nagel-group.com
dover@nagel-group.com
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Nolan Transport
Oaklands
New Ross
Co.Wexford

Haulier
Nolan Transport owns and operates one of the largest European fleets
comprising 450 tractor units and over 1,000 trailers covering Ireland, UK
and Europe using nine different routes.
Both ambient and temperature controlled services are catered for. This
includes full and part loads and individual pallets. Temperature
controlled trailers provide services for food and drink, fruit and
vegetables and meat products.
Bookings can be made through the Shannon office for shipments from
Ireland to Europe with links to the offices in Swansea, Leicester, London
and Cherbourg.
Services include satellite tracking, temperature monitoring and proof of
delivery. On-line quotes are available.

 +353 51 421 965

Main offices in Ireland and the UK are supported by a European
Operations hub in Cherbourg to deliver services reliably and efficiently
across Europe.

www.nolantransport.com
irl@nolantransport.com

Norbert Dentressangle
UK Office Norbert
Dentressangle House
Lodge Way
New Duston
Northampton
NN5 7SL

3PL

Norbert Dentressangle operates from 193 sites in 11 European countries
using a fleet of 6,900 tractor units employing over 26,500 people
globally. The services offered include full load and groupage services of
ambient, chilled or frozen products, Norbert Dentressangle will take
from a single pallet to a complete load either in refrigerated trucks or by
container.
Norbert Dentressangle operates a fleet including 541 refrigerated
trailers and over 4,700 curtainsiders.
In addition to the transport services offered Norbert Dentressangle also
provide services including warehousing, groupage and stock
management. All Norbert Dentressangle depots use RFID technology to
track pallets through their network, from pickup to delivery.
Norbert Dentressangle is accredited to ISO 9002.
The group has an annual turnover of almost €8 Billion.

 +44 1604 737 100

The company employs almost 8,000 people in the UK and Ireland.

www.norbert-dentressangle.com
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O’Reilly Transport
Promenade Road
Dublin Port
Dublin 3

Haulier
O’Reilly is a general transport company servicing the Irish – UK market.
They offer an ambient load service (no refrigerated trucks). The fleet
currently numbers over 100 tractor units and over 500 trailers.
They have been awarded both the Haulier of the year and Logistics
Operator of the year awards and are ISO 9000 accredited.

 +353 1 865 9000
www.oreillytransport.ie
ajackson@oreillytransport.ie

O’Toole Refrigerated Transport
Head Office
Allens Park
Moycullen
Co. Galway

Haulier

O’Toole Transport specialise in the transport of fish, seafood, shellfish,
meat products, fresh fruit and vegetables.
O’Toole operate a fleet of 55 trailer units (ambient, chilled and frozen)
and 35 tractor units providing daily services to France with regular
onward routes to Germany, Spain, Holland and Belgium.
In addition to the Galway head office, O’Toole has an office in Amou in
the South of France.

 +353 91 555 604

O’Toole Refrigerated Transport has been awarded the Irish Haulier of the
year award on multiple occasions.

www.otooletransport.com
Noel@otooletransport.com
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P&O Ferrymasters
Terminal 3
North Quay Extension
Dublin 1

3PL
P&O Ferrymasters offer a range of services from simple point to point
distribution through to a full range of value adding logistics services.
P&O Ferrymasters is one of Europe's leading specialists in the chilled and
frozen transport markets.
Services extend to transportation of
refrigerated products for international food and beverage companies and
leading supermarket chains.
P&O Ferrymasters run a mixed fleet of euroliners, tautliners, reefers and
curtainsiders. In addition to the trailer units P&O also use reefer
containers for intermodal transport.
Company accreditations include: SQAS Assessed Company, HACCP, and
PASS (P&O Ferrymasters Assessment Standard System) based on EFQM.
Refrigerated distribution department recently sold to McBurney
refrigerated transport.

 +353 1 877 2900

They have a turnover of €461 Million and employ 550 people.

www.poferrymasters.com
enquiries@pofm.com

Primeline Logistics
Rath Business Park
Ashbourne
Co Meath

3PL
Primeline Logistics offers a full range of services, offering warehousing,
reverse logistics, vendor hubbing and in-plant logistics, in addition to a
global freight management service operating a fleet of 120 vehicles.
Primeline can offer a next day or economy service to the UK, France,
Germany and Italy. All European destinations are served on a full load or
groupage basis.
Primeline has developed specifically into the food and drink market. The
facility at Ashbourne can provide warehousing and distribution in a
temperature controlled environment.
All shipments are covered by Primeline’s track and trace facility, and of
course, proof of delivery is provided as standard.

 +353 1 835 3000

They have a turnover of €31 Million and employ 50 people.

www.primeline.ie
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Protrans Limited
Leitrim Cross
Drumlish Road
Longford

Haulier
Protrans provide regular, weekly international refrigerated transport
services to France, Germany, Holland and Belgium. Other European
destinations are also served on an ad-hoc basis.
In addition to International transport services, Protrans offer document
preparation, warehousing, inventory management, track and trace and
proof of delivery as well as performance management data.

 +353 43 332 4555

All trucks are monitored by GPS in real time as well as having temperature
monitoring equipment on refrigerated trucks.

www.protrans.ie
info@protrans.ie

Ray Moran International Transport
M19 McConnell
Business Hall
Strandfield Business
Park
Wexford

Haulier

Ray Moran International Transport was established in 1997, and is based
in Wexford town 15km from Rosslare Europort, within easy access to
Dublin and the South and West of Ireland.
The company has grown considerably since then and now runs 40 trailers
including 6 refrigerated units with a customer base of over 500 customers
all over Europe, working mainly for the leading freight forwarding
companies.
Moran specialise in the transport of dry freight including pharmaceuticals,
computers, machinery and general cargo.
They provide weekly services to Germany, Italy, France, Belgium, Holland.
Spain is also served as and when required.

 +353 53 91 47 834

Moran provides full and part, driver accompanied loads with satellite
tracking on all vehicles.

www.raymorantransport.com
ray@raymorantransport.com
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Sawyers Transport
Unit 7
Charlemont Industrial
Estate
Armagh Road
Moy
Co. Tyrone
N Ireland BT71 7SD

Haulier
Based in Co Tyrone, Sawyers specialise in chilled and frozen distribution
and warehousing. As part of the ChillNET Partnership (which includes six
other partners), Sawyers can offer a pan European chilled and frozen
warehousing and distribution service.
All the vehicles in the Sawyers fleet are dual temperature units fitted with
GPS tracking units and thermostatically controlled freezer units that
provide records of temperature in the trailers.
Sawyers are part of the ChillNET, which is owned by Langdons, who are
now owned by the Nagel Group of Germany.

 +44 28 8778 9522

Sawyers have a turnover of €34 Million and employ 46 people.

www.sawyerstransport.com
info@sawyerstransport.com

Seabridge Logistics

3PL

27-29 Lower Pembroke Seabridge offer business efficient, secure and traceable door-to-door
Street
delivery anywhere in Europe. They have their own fleet of dedicated
Dublin 2
equipment offering guaranteed next day delivery between Ireland, United
Kingdom and mainland Europe.
Seabridge has extensive experience in the food and beverage sector.
Seabridge operate a modern fleet of satellite tracked trucks that can be
monitored on-line in real time.
Offerings include a 48/72 hours export service, with driver accompanied
services across mainland Europe.
Seabridge also provide a warehousing service across sites in Dublin, Cork,
London, Belfast and St Helens.

 +353 1662 0201

These facilities operate around the clock and can provide both full pallet
and multiple pick services for a range of products. Stock rotation, sales
and stock analysis, quality checks and inspections, repacking and nontechnical modifications are all part of their standard service.

www.seabridge.ie
info@seabridge.ie
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Skeath Transport
Cornacreive
Emyvale
Co. Monaghan

Haulier
Skeath Transport, serves destinations across Europe including the UK,
France, Germany, Spain and Italy. All loads are driver accompanied, using
modern truck and trailer combinations, all equipped with satellite tracking
facilities, temperature monitoring systems and air suspension.
Skeath offers distribution services for ambient, fresh and frozen goods.
In addition to their delivery network Skeath also provides a temperature
controlled storage and warehousing facilities if required.

 +353 47 87295

Skeath are ISO 9001 accredited.

www.skeathtransport.com
info@skeathtransport.com

STL Logistics (Shannon Transport and Warehouse)
Logistics Centre
Annacotty Business
Park
Annacotty
Limerick

3PL

STL Logistics (Shannon Transport and Warehouse Company) is a 3PL
offering services including Transport, Logistics Services and Contract
Distribution.
The transport services provided include full load and groupage delivery
services.
Ambient, chilled and frozen loads can be accommodated in the fleet of
vehicles that service STL Logistics food and drink customer base.
In addition to its own fleet of vehicles STL is part of the ChillNet network,
providing access to regular deliveries throughout Europe.
STL offer warehousing facilities in two locations in Ireland, Annacoty and
Ballysimon in Limerick offering ambient and chilled storage facilities.
These warehouse facilities offer modern IT support including RFID tracking
of pallets, and client office space if needed.

 +353 61 200 200

They have a turnover of €33 Million and employ 260 people.

www.stllogistics.ie
mike.oriordan@stllogistics.ie
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TDG
Ocean House
Arran Court
Arran Quay
Dublin 7

3PL
TDG offers both a 3PL and 4PL solution to clients depending of the level of
outsourcing the client wishes to undertake.
TDG provide both full load and less than full load services for ambient,
chilled and frozen produce. TDG Ireland provide a daily groupage service
to the UK for full and less than full loads using a range of vehicles including
curtainsides, box trailers and refrigerated.
TDG run a fresh food importing service to Ireland from France, Germany,
Holland and Iberia which may give rise to backhaul opportunities for Irish
exporters.
TDG can provide warehouse space in Ireland prior to onward shipping to
Europe. In addition to the International freight service, TDG covers all 32
counties within Ireland.
TDG Ireland is an ISO 9001 accredited company.

 +353 1804 4800

They have a turnover of €46 Million and employ 150 people.

www.tdg.eu.com
carthya@tdg.ie

Turners of Soham
Fordham Road
Newmarket
Suffolk CB8 7NR

Haulier
Turners operate a core fleet of over three hundred vehicles in support of
their temperature controlled distribution service. Temperature sensitive
offerings range including ambient, refrigerated and frozen. Both full loads
and less than full loads are provided.
All vehicles are fitted with satellite tracking, temperature monitoring
systems and air suspension to minimise vibration.
Turners provide the full range of supply chain services including
warehousing, processing and distribution.

 +44 1638 720335

The UK hubs serve an international distribution network.

www.turners-distribution.com
information@turners-distribution.com
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TwoWay-Aramex
Bellinstown
Ballyboughal
Co. Dublin

Haulier
TwoWay Aramex in Ireland is part of Aramex International.
TwoWay have offices in Dublin and other offices in Shannon, Cork and
Limerick as part of their extensive European Network.
They provide an express delivery to the UK and Europe.
This includes groupage, part and full loads and a full range of value adding
services for complete supply chain solutions. Value adding services
include receiving, warehousing, e-fulfilment, order fulfilment, dedicated
distribution, on-line track and trace, bar coding and reverse logistics.

 +353 1 807 8000

Aramex International acquired TwoWay Vanguard in 2006.

www.twoway-aramex.com
information@turners-distribution.com

Victor Treacy International
Kilcarrig Street
Bagenalstown
Co.Carlow

 +353 59 972 1484

Forwarder

Victor Treacy is a family run business based in Carlow.
Originally a refrigerated transport business they are now also one of the
leading Irish freight ferry agents offering access to an extensive selection
of ferry services across multiple operators to both the UK and Continental
Europe (both direct and via the UK Landbridge).
The company’s website has a secure online booking facility that allows
customers to book ferries, amend bookings, view times & prices and much
more. The website also displays regular updates on ferry arrival and
departure times.

www.victortreacy.eu
info@victortreacy.com
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Virginia Transport
Maghera
Virginia
Co. Cavan

Haulier
Virginia is a national and international logistics company based in Virginia,
Co. Cavan, specialising in refrigerated, dry freight containerised and bulk
freight transport.
Operating a fleet of over 80 tractor units, all fitted with GPS/GPRS
tracking units, 100 refrigerated trailers, 100 Euroliners and Curtainsiders
and a range of skeletal trailers suitable for 20’, 40’ and 45’ containers.
All fridges have temperature recording equipment, allowing live
temperature readings to be monitored in real time, via the GPRS mobile
network. Customer track & trace is available on all refrigerated trailers.
The fleet is renewed every 3 to 5 years.
Regular services include France, Germany, Italy and Spain.
In addition to the transport side of the business Virginia has a 10,000
square feet warehouse offering ambient, chilled and frozen storage space.

 +353 49 854 7403

Virginia Transport is accredited to ISO 9001:2000.

www.virginia-transport.ie
enquiries@virginia-transport.ie

Walton Transport
Brownstown
Castleinch
Kilkenny

Haulier
Walton Transport specialise in refrigerated transport throughout Ireland,
the U.K. and Mainland Europe. They offer customers the premium service
they demand for all their temperature controlled transport needs.
Walton Transport is a transport company, based near Kilkenny and has
been servicing the Irish and U.K. market specialising in chilled and frozen
food deliveries, for over ten years.

 +353 56 77 29 300

Walton Transport also services the continental market originating with
daily Ireland to UK shipments, with deliveries to Belgium, France, the
Netherlands, and Denmark or by request.

www.waltontransport.com
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Wincanton

3PL

Methuen Park
Chippenham
Wiltshire
SN14 0WT

Wincanton has developed its full service offering in response to the
demand for smaller more frequent deliveries.
They offer International full load and less than full load ambient and
temperature controlled services.
In addition to the sites across the UK, Wincanton has 400 European
locations.
This includes locations providing bonded storage, stock management,
primary, secondary and home delivery services.

 +44 1249 710 000

In addition to the distribution network, Wincanton can provide storage
space across the entire temperature range.
Wincanton have a turnover of €52 Million and employ 180 people.

www.wincanton.co.uk
enquiries@wincanton.co.uk

Woodside
61 Carrickfergus Road
Ballynure
Ballyclare
N Ireland

Haulier
Woodside Distribution offer a distribution service tailored for ambient
foodstuffs. The service offered by Woodside ranges from full truck loads
to single pallets.
All Woodside distribution vehicles are satellite tracked to ensure the
vehicle location is known at all times.
Woodside specialise in Ireland – UK distribution, but for deliveries to
mainland Europe Woodside has a partnership with Dachser Logistics of
Germany.
All Woodside customers are provided with secure login credentials to
access real time delivery information on all consignments.
Woodside Distribution is part of the Woodside Group.

 +44 28 9335 2255

They have a turnover of €37 Million and employ 335 people.

www.woodsides.com
info@woodsides.com
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Yearsley
Hareshill Road
Heywood
Lancashire
OL10 2TP

3PL
Yearsley Group is a full service logistics provider and offer a
bespoke package of cold storage and distribution.
Yearsley have over 300 vehicles equipped with GPS locators,
including double deck, artics and rigids to suit all needs and
provide a European wide delivery capability.
Yearsley provide value add services including track and trace,
proof of delivery and a consolidation service on UK and European
deliveries.

 +44 1706 694 680

The group also offers a cold storage facility and re-pack ability.
They have a turnover of €30 Million and employ 250 people.

www.yearsley.co.uk
heywood.transport@yearsley.co.uk
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Exporters Checklist:
Selecting a Logistics Service Provider
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Selecting a Logistics Service Provider
Selecting a Logistics Service Provider (LSP) is a key decision for any exporter. However, there are
fundamental decisions that must be made that will determine your success in any particular export
market.
1. What is your logistics model?
2. Do you have logistics infrastructure of your own?
3. Do we need a haulier, forwarder or a 3PL (third party logistics provider)?

What is your logistics model?
Most companies would not consider logistics to be their core business. There is lots of jargon about
what type of logistics providers operate in the market place but you need to be clear about what
service you need and want. There is no right or wrong answer but there is an optimal or lowest total
cost solution depending on your existing capability, ability to invest or not as well as the vast range
of different providers available in the market place.
Large companies normally operate a model depending on the market they are delivering to. This
could include their own infrastructure, working with third parties and joint ventures in other markets
depending on the level of ownership and control that is required. It is important to consider that
these can all happily co-exist with the same business when dealing with different markets.

Do we need a haulier, a forwarder or a 3PL?
There is no need to reinvent the wheel. The number of different Logistics Service Providers available
present cost effective and efficient transport and logistics services meaning that you can focus and
concentrate on your core business. Distributing product locally or in your home market should not
be confused with exporting products to Continental Europe. What is the most appropriate way for
you to ensure that your products can get to market at the right time and in the right condition? In
addition you may also require Value Adding services like packing and repacking, inventory
management and order processing.

LSP Checklist
The following checklist might help you define your requirements and service expectations better. By
considering your customers’ requirements, your export markets and the services you need the
answer to what type of provider you should engage with or consider should be clear.
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#

Question?

Key Issues

1

Who is your customer?





2

What are your customers’
requirements in that market?





3

How much and how frequently
will we be shipping goods?





4

Markets





Is your customer a distributor, an agent, a RDC, a local
retailer or the final customer?
Where are you expected to deliver to?
Is delivery point determined for you?
Is the Logistics Service Provider nominated by the
customer?
What service level is required?
Are there any special delivery requirements?
Are your products temperature and / or time sensitive?
Can you ship full loads or less than full loads or pallets
to customers?
Will you be shipping daily, weekly or monthly?
What Markets are you shipping to and where?
Are there any special market requirements you need to
consider?
Are there established providers who service specific
markets?

5

What are the terms of sale?





When does title of goods transfer?
Ex works or fully delivered?
What Incoterms apply?

6

Service Levels





What service level expectations does customer require?
What service levels can LSP provide?
Are minimum orders or lead times required?

7

Accountability and
Responsibility?





Who is responsible and accountable from despatch to
final delivery?
Do you require accompanied shipments?
Who is responsible for damage and deterioration of
products?

8

Track and Trace?





Is full traceability required?
Do you require temperature monitoring of shipments?
Do you require Proof of Delivery?

9

Value Add Service





Do you require warehousing services?
Do you require inventory management services?
Do you require packing and repacking services?



Do you have competitive rates from different
providers?
Do you need delivery performance reports?
Do you need cost performance reports?

10 Performance Management




Table2: LSP Checklist
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In Market
Logistics Service Providers
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In Market Logistics Service Providers have also been identified for the key
continental Irish export markets.
In Market Logistic Service Providers are identified in the following sections
for France, Belgium, Netherlands, Germany, Spain and Italy. These are not
recommended companies but typical providers in these markets. Exporters
are reminded that they should conduct their own due diligence when
considering using or engaging with any provider.
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Denmark

N. IRELAND
UNITED KINGDOM

IRELAND

NETHERLANDS
GERMANY
BELGIUM

Luxembourg

Switzerland

FRANCE

ITALY

Portugal

SPAIN

In Market
Logistics Service Providers
In France
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Index of Selected French In Market Logistics Service Providers
#

Logistics Service Provider

Classification

1

Antoine Distribution

Haulier

44

2

Baudouin

Haulier

44

3

Challenge International

3PL

45

4

Delanchy

Haulier

45

5

Derudder SA

Forwarder

46

6

Ebrex

Hauliers

46

7

Flexatrans

Hauliers

47

8

Frigo 7

Haulier

47

9

Galtier

Haulier

48

10 Gringore

Haulier

48

11 Groupe Mousset

Forwarder

49

12 Groupe Star’s Service

3PL

49

13 Groupe TMF

Haulier

50

14 Jammet

Haulier

50

15 JJ Bihan Transports

Haulier

51

16 Michel Bulteau Transports Frigorifiques (MTBF)

Haulier

51

17 MLT

3PL

52

18 N7 Froid

Haulier

52

19 NJS Transport Faramia

Haulier

53

20 Reseau Express

Haulier

53

21 Roucayrol Transports

Haulier

54

22 Rouillé & Coulon

Haulier

54

23 Sotrafi

Haulier

55

24 STEF-TFE

3PL

55

25 TGC Transports Frigorifiques S.A.

Haulier

56

26 Translocad

3PL

56

27 Transport Guivarc'h

Haulier

57

28 Transport Prudent

Haulier

57

29 Transports Aubin

Haulier

58

30 Transports Audureau

Haulier

58

31 Transports Cotto

Haulier

59

32 Transports Ducournau

3PL

59

33 Transports Frigorifiques Charité

Haulier

60
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Page

#

Logistics Service Provider

Classification

Page

34 Transports Frigorifiques des Monts d'Or

Haulier

60

35 Transports Frigorifiques Page

Haulier

61

36 Transports Gayet

Haulier

61

37 Transports Grisot

Haulier

62

38 Transports Kessler

Haulier

62

39 Transports Landreau

Haulier

63

40 Transports Martel Distribution

Haulier

63

41 Transports Mesguen

Haulier

64

42 Transports Montaville

Haulier

64

43 Transports Olano

3PL

65

44 Transports Randon

Haulier

65

45 Upsilon

Haulier

66
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Antoine Distribution

Haulier

6 square Nicholas Appert Antoine Distribution is a specialist distributor of refrigerated palletised
ZI du Cormier
food products.
49300 Cholet
They provide groupage and full load deliveries to the Paris region,
Northern France (and Belgium) from three hubs in Cholet, Massy (Paris)
and Arras.
Facilities include 2,000 m2 of storage with a fleet of over 150 vehicles
and 200 drivers. They handle 3,000 pallets per day.
They own two subsidiaries Griere, based in the Paris region and Sofripa
specialising in insulated and refrigerated distribution.
 +33 2 41 49 50 50

Antoine Distribution turnover €33 Million and employ 250 people
(including 200 drivers).

www.antoinedistribution.fr

Baudouin
Route de Niort
79230 Prahecq

Haulier
Transport Baudouin offers a wide range of services including
refrigerated transport.
Baudouin operate with a number of partners to provide coverage
across France. Fresh and frozen products are distributed by their
partner company VIAFROID using multi-temperature vehicles that can
combine the transport of various products including fresh and frozen,
fruit and vegetables.
Their fleet includes over 100 refrigerated vehicles and they employ 90
drivers.
Their customers include multinational companies, retailers and small to
medium sized enterprises.

+33 5 49 26 41 11

The company has a turnover of more than €11 Million and employs
over 100 people.

www.transports-baudouin.fr
contact@transports-baudouin.com
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Challenge International
2 rue Vincent Van Gogh
BP 69-76
76290 Montvilliers

3PL
Challenge International (CI) is a French 3PL with a Belgian operation
located in Antwerp.
The company has 88,000 m2 of warehouse space and a haulage
fleet of 30 tractor units and 70 trailers.
The company transports a range of product types. Food categories
include perishables, canned foods and coffee.

 +33 2 32 79 63 63

CI is Authorised Economic Operator (AEO) certified and provides a
full range of freight forwarding and customs brokerage services.

www.challenge-int.com
contact.anr@challenge-int.fr

Delanchy Transports
94538 Rungis
Min

Haulier
Delanchy provide distribution and storage services through their
country wide network of offices and hubs. This includes 33
agencies.
Facilities include 80,000 m2 of warehouse space and a fleet of over
900 vehicles.
They transport dairy produce, meat, seafood and fruit and
vegetables all over France as well as Spain, Switzerland and Italy.
Their client base ranges from producers, co-operatives,
wholesalers, retailers, restaurants and the Regional Distribution
centres for large supermarket chains.

 +33 1 56 30 00 80

Customers include Auchan, Carrefour, Monoprix, Leclerc, Sodexo,
Danone amongst many others.

www.delanchy.fr
contact@delanchy.fr
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Derudder SA
68 Blvd Jules Durand
BP 1358
76065 Le Havre

Forwarder
Derruder act as forwarding agents, customs brokers and organizers of
maritime and air transport
Derudder provide a tailored solution through their Integrated Logistics
Solution.
They specialise in the transport of dry products, preserves, preparations
and sauces, fruit, vegetables, rice and olives.
They also transport temperature controlled fruit and vegetables, fish
and shellfish, meats and offal.

 +33 2 35 53 74 74

Derudder are ISO9000 accredited, turnover over €55 Million and
employ 80 people.

www.derudder.fr
contact@derudder.fr

Ebrex
17 rue des Alouettes
94320 Thais

3PL
Ebrex France provides multi temperature transport and logistics for part
and full loads.
Services include storage, packing and re-packaging, cross docking, stock
rotation and management, traceability and distribution of products on
dedicated and shared routes and deliveries throughout France from
their network of warehouses.
They distribute all over France and specialise in the transportation of
dairy products, fruit and vegetables, bakery/pastry produce, meat and
frozen foods.
Customers include retail distribution, wholesalers, food conglomerates
and the commercial catering trade.

 +33 1 47 03 68 10

The company has an annual turnover of €130 Million and employs
1,400 people.

www.ebrex.fr
administratif.rungis@ebrex.fr
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Flexatrans
280 ave de St Antoine
13015 Marseille

3PL
Flexatrans provide storage, transport and distribution services on a
national and international basis. They handle ambient, fresh and frozen
goods through their two depots in Marseille and Lyon.
They are strategically placed to serve the South East of France but
provide services across the whole country with a maximum delivery
time for any consignment of 48 hours.
In addition to the transport side of their business Flexatrans can offer
clients a warehousing solution providing storage, order preparation and
delivery scheduling.

 +33 4 91 46 05 73

Flexatrans have a turnover of €3 Million.

www.flexatrans.fr
contact@flexatrans.com

Frigo 7 - Locatex
76 Bd de la Haie des
Cognets
ZI
35136 St Jacques de la
Lande

Haulier
Frigo 7 provides temperature controlled transport from producers and
manufacturers for delivery throughout France in collaboration with
partners. The company operates a network of relay stations to ensure
that deliveries are not constrained by driver hours regulations.
Storage facilities include 30,000 m2 of warehousing in Brittany of which
5,000 m2 is temperature controlled.
Services include EDI, inventory management, multiple daily deliveries,
safety stock and order picking. Frigo 7 provides a national service from
its depots in Rennes, Morlaix and Le Mans.
Their fleet includes 67 tractor units and 5 truck trailers as well as 157
semi trailers and 55 single and multi temperature zone refrigerated
trailers. Products include meat, fish, seafood, fruit and vegetables,
dairy and frozen products.

 +33 2 99 65 22 65

The company has an annual turnover of €27 Million.

www.frigo7locatex.com
contact@frigo7locatex.com
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Galtier
Lauras
12250 Roquefort

Haulier
Galtier provide
transportation.

logistics solutions

for temperature

controlled

They specialise in the fresh and frozen transport of full and part loads
operating from two sites in the South of France.
They provide storage solutions with a 2,000 m3 facility and a fleet of 30
refrigerated semi trailers and 14 refrigerated trailers as well as a food
tanker capability as part of the “Axial” network.
They operate as part of a network of partners covering all of France
(and routes to Portugal and Italy) which can deliver all over France
directly or indirectly.
Galtier also own a subsidiary business GALDI providing distribution
services in Aveyron and Lozere working alongside some of the largest
companies specialising in refrigerated transport.

 +33 5 65 59 91 72

The company offers an on-line quotation system for deliveries. Galtier
has a turnover of €10 Million.

www.transports-galtier.com

Gringore
Boulevard Clément Ader
ZAC Object'Ifs Sud
14123 Ifs

Haulier
Gringore specialises in temperature controlled Transport.
They provide a “complete” logistics solution including storage and
transportation on a daily basis throughout France. Distribution regions
include Normandy, Provence, Alpes-Cote d’Azur, Berry, Perigord and
the Paris region.
Gringore’s fleet includes over 230 vehicles. Their warehousing facility
extends to over 2,500 m2 of cold storage and 1,800 pallet spaces.
Customers include Lidl, Logidis and Charal amongst others.

 +33 2 31 35 09 30

Gringore turnover €27 Million and employ 260 people.

www.gringore.com
gringore@gringore
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Groupe Mousset
RD 160
85140 Sainte Florence

Forwarder
Mousset provide temperature controlled transport through their
network of 40 centres across France.
In addition to the transportation of foodstuffs under temperature
controlled conditions, the company operate as a freight forwarder for
the specialist collection of milk, fruit juices, oil and wine.
Mousset provide transport regionally, nationally and internationally.
Their fleet includes over 760 vehicles and they have extensive
warehouse facilities of up to 24,000 m2.
Services include storing pallets and containers including picking,
expediting, packing and repacking and labelling.

 +33 2 51 66 01 13

Turnover is approximately €160 Million and they have 2,000 staff.

www.jetransporte.com
contact@jetransporte.com

Groupe Star’s Service
Villa Charles
93806 Epinay Sur Seine

3PL

Groupe Star’s Service has been providing temperature controlled
transport and logistics services of perishable goods including food and
other products for over 20 years.
Their fleet of over 2,000 vehicles including vans, trucks and refrigerated
vehicles include embedded technology allowing for tracking shipments
and performance monitoring.
The group can offer clients a full range of Supply Chain services. Star’s
Service also are pro-active in developing new services and working with
customers to develop market needs in France and Europe.
Customers include Carrefour, Lidl and Casino amongst many others.
Groupe Star’s Service is ISO accredited.

 +33 1 49 71 29 29

The Group has an annual turnover of €122 Million and employs 1,200
people.

www.stars-services.fr
commercial@star-services.com
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Groupe TMF
ZI La Baume
34290 Servian

Haulier
TMF specialise in refrigerated transport with over 20 years’ experience.
They operate from five hubs in the South of France from Avignon to
Castelculier in the Aquitaine region.
TMF operate a fleet of over 120 refrigerated vehicles and employs over
160 drivers.
Customers include Danone, Carrefour, Intermarche and McDonald’s
amongst others.

 +33 4 67 39 29 39

The company has over 200 employees.

www.groupetmf.com
contact@groupetmf.com

Jammet
Head Office:
Parc d’Activités
d’Anthyllis
86340 Fleure

Haulier
Jammet provide temperature controlled transport and distribution.
They are strategically located in the mid-West region close to all routes
from the “Atlantic Arc” to the North of Paris and towards the East.
They operate from seven hubs or agencies with over 130 vehicles with
dual temperature capability and 8,000 m2 of storage and temperature
controlled transit.
Products transported include poultry, meats, bakery, potatoes and dairy
produce. The company operate a fleet of purpose built trailers to
ensure that no matter what consignment they transport, it arrives in
perfect condition. From multi-level, multi temperature zone trailers to
specialised trailers for transporting meat carcasses.

 +33 5 49 42 38 00

The company has an annual turnover of €34 Million and employs over
420 people.

www.jammet.fr
d.saussay@jammet.fr
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JJ Bihan Transports
Garenne
Mespaul
29420 Plouvorn

Haulier
JJ Bihan Transport has been in operation for over 80 years, transporting
perishable food products, such as fresh meat, frozen poultry and meat,
dairy products, fish, fresh fruit and vegetables throughout France and
further afield.
JJ Bihan is based in Brittany and provides access to the whole of France
as well as Spain, Italy and Germany.
Their fleet includes 16 refrigerated semi-trailers and include on board
equipment for locating your merchandise in transport with permanent
contact between base and fleet. All refrigerated vehicles are fitted with
temperature monitoring and recording equipment conforming to EU
directive N CE 92/1-13 Jan 1992. Trailers for transporting fresh meat
are equipped with carcass hangers.

 +33 2 98 61 55 00

The company has an annual turnover of €4 Million

www.transports-bihan.com
infos@transports-bihan.com

Michel Bulteau Transports Frigorifiques (MTBF)
2 Rue St Vincent De Paul
59160 Lille

Haulier

MBTF specialise in multi-temperature distribution.
They provide transport using a fleet of trucks under 1 year old offering
single or dual temperature zone trailers capable of carrying 33 or 66
pallets for fresh and frozen products.
MTBF are active in the Nord Pas de Calais and Paris regions and have
recently started to move goods to and from the UK.

 +33 3 20 37 46 94

The company has an annual turnover of €2 Million.

www.mbtf-transports-frigorifiques.com
contact@mbtf-transports-frigorifigues.
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MLT
Route de Robion
Quartier Chantegrillet
B.P. 233
84306 Cavaillon Cedex

3PL
MLT provide transport and distribution services for ambient and
refrigerated goods using a fleet of 200 vehicles all conforming to Euro 5
standards.
They provide a range of logistics services including warehousing,
storage, palletising, order picking, bundling, unbundling, unloading and
final delivery.
They have five branches in Cavaillon, Marseille, Perpignan, Clermont
Ferrand and Bourg Achard.
MLT have 1,300 regular customers including Auchan, Carrefour, Fruidor,
Geodis, Lidl and Louis Martin amongst others.

 +33 4 90 06 69 00

The company has an annual turnover of €23 Million and employs 180
people.

www.transports-mlt.com
contact@transports-mit.com

N7 Froid
Route de la Gare
PO Box 9
21260 Selongey

Haulier
N7 Froid provides storage, transport, picking and delivery of fresh and
chilled products for food manufacturers and processors. They provide
logistics hubs and all types of transport services.
This includes a 2,000 m2 warehouse and a fleet of over 40 refrigerated
vehicles equipped with satellite tracking and proof of delivery receipts.
Services include collection and groupage, inventory management,
transport planning and delivery to all of France from their facilities in
Burgundy, Rhone Alpes and Alsace.
Produce transported include dairy, meat, fruit and vegetables, salads,
bakery produce and ingredients.
N7 Froid also provides services to Belgium and Holland and 80% of
Germany.

 +33 3 80 75 79 77

The company has an annual turnover of €9 Million and employs 66
people.

www.n7froid.fr
ro@n7froid.fr
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NJS Transport Faramia
Head Office:
4 Impasse Descartes
ZI de Couperinge
13127 Vitrolles

Haulier

NJS Transport Faramia provides chilled and frozen transport services to
the food industry, with an emphasis on the frozen side of the business.
The company offers a wide range of value adding services including
import / export procedures and a bonded cold store operating at -25°C.
NJS operate from headquarters in Vitrolles and sites across France
including Sorgues, Nice, Marseille, Nemours, Cergy Pontoise and
Trappes. They serve all of France.
Facilities include 20,000 m3 of refrigerated storage.
NJS are ISO 9001 accredited and operates to HACCP procedures

 +33 4 42 46 80 00

The company has been operating since 1984 and has an annual
turnover of €10 Million and employs over 100 people.

www.njsfaramia.com
contact@njsfaramia.com

Reseau Express
4 Avenue de Cambridge
Immeuble Odyssee
Batiment C
14200 Herouville
St Clair

Haulier
Reseau Express provides transport, distribution and express courier
services for ambient, chilled and frozen distribution.
Reseau Express provide courier services from all major cities in France
including Paris, Lille, Nantes, Strasbourg, Lyon and Toulouse to provide
France wide coverage.
They work with a network of 400 partners (all across Europe) but with
many in France.
Customers include Cadburys, McDonalds, Brasserie Fischer, Nespresso
and Picard amongst others including supermarkets like Carrefour,
Casino and Monoprix and Leclerc.

 +33 2 31 06 68 13

The Company was established in 2002 and has an annual turnover of
just under €1 Million.

www.reseau-express.fr
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Roucayrol Transports
Route de Millau
81990 Cambon D’Albi

Haulier

Roucayrol provide transportation and logistics services all across France
for full and part loads.
Their fleet include 40 vehicles and trailers and they have 30,000 m 3 of
warehouse storage.
Vehicles in their fleet include multi temperature zones, double stacking
trailers, and vehicles equipped with meat hanging racks.
All
refrigerated units are equipped with temperature monitoring
equipment that transmits the data back to head office.
Additional services include storage and order preparation prior to
shipment with a number of dedicated routes serviced on a regular
basis.

 +33 5 63 53 04 50

The company has been operating for over twenty years, has an annual
turnover of €6 Million and employs over 50 people.

www.roucayrol.fr

Rouillé & Coulon
820 Route Imperial
Baillargues
34670 Vendargues

Haulier
Rouillé & Coulon manage over 70,000 shipments every year from their
four sites to destinations across the country and the rest of the EU.
The sites include Bruges, Fleury Merogis, Saint Gengoux and Baillargues
providing regional coverage in the North, South, East and West.
The company has a fleet of over 260 vehicles. Their refrigerated trailers
are all dual zone units capable of carrying 33 pallets.
In addition to the refrigerated trailers, the company also operates
double deck trailers capable of carrying 66 pallets, as well as a range of
smaller trucks and vans. The company offers both a full and part load
service.
Rouillé & Coulon are members of the FLO Logistics Network which
comprises of 70 different companies located across France.

 +33 4 67 70 30 38

The company has been operating for over 50 years, has an annual
turnover of €15 Million and employs 165 people (including 115 drivers).

www.rouille-coulon.com
contact@rouille-coulon.com
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Sotrafi

Haulier

Rue Louis Blériot
Sotrafi provide temperature controlled distribution from -25° C to +15°C
ZI de la Liane
on a full or part load basis.
62200 Boulogne Sur Mer
Headquartered in Boulogne Sur Mer, Sotrafi are strategically located to
manage the flow of products from England to France. They provide
daily services to Nord Pas de Calais, Paris and the Loire Valley.
Sotrafi provide transport services and distribution with a 1,250 pallet
capacity warehouse.

 +33 3 21 10 07 77

The company has been operating for 25 years, has an annual turnover
of €5 Million.

www.transport-sotrafi.com

STEF-TFE
93 Boulevard
Malsherbes
75008 Paris

3PL
STEF provide transport and logistics services for ambient, chilled and
frozen goods including seafood.
Services are provided to manufacturers, large retailers and food-service
outlets.
Resources include over 57 different logistics hubs and over 2,300
vehicles. Products distributed include dairy, meat, ice cream, drinks,
vegetables, pizza, bakery and confectionary on a groupage and full load
basis. They provide 24 hour delivery to over 10,000 customers.
These include retailers and foodservice customers notably Auchan,
Carrefour, Leclerc, Monoprix, Picard, Systeme U and Pizza Hut, KFC and
Lunch Garden.
Industrial customers include Masterfoods, Nestle and Unilever.

 +33 1 40 74 29 21

The group has been operating for over 50 years. They have an annual
turnover of €1 Billion and employ over 14,000 people.

www.stef-tfe.fr
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TGC Transports Frigorifiques S.A.
Zone Artisanale
Attignat
01340 Montrevel en
Bresse

Haulier

TGC provide palletised transport and distribution services from their
base in the centre of France. They are strategically located to provide
services to the North West and South West of France.
They provide ambient, chilled and frozen services. Their main focus
includes ambient products such as bakery/ pastry, margarine and yeast
as well as frozen products such as pastry, frozen fruit and meat.
TGC’s fleet includes approximately 40 truck and trailer combinations
which are renewed every four years.
Storage facilities include 28,000 m3 of chilled, frozen and dry stock
storage capacity. The company has standardised on the use of Euro
Pallets.

 +33 4 74 25 39 37

The company has been operating for nearly 25 years, has an annual
turnover of €12 Million and employs over 100 people.

www.tgc-fr.com

Translocad
119 rue Pierre Brizon
BP 403
59814 Lesquin Cedex

Haulier
Translocad have over 20 years experience in transporting goods for the
food service and retail sectors.
With their fleet of over 30 refrigerated trucks they carry ambient and
frozen products.
From their base close to Lille, Translocad provide groupage and full load
deliveries to Paris, Seine Maritime and the Northeast Region in general.
Translocad manage 250,000 shipments per year and have 50,000 m2 of
warehouse storage space. They move 200,000 pallets per year and
50,000 packages.
Translocad also provide regular services to Benelux.

 +33 3 20 62 19 19

The company has an annual turnover of €11 Million and employs almost
120 people.

www.translocad.fr
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Transport Guivarc’h
Parcou Bodilis
BP 90146
29401 Landivisiau
Cedex

Haulier
Guivarc’h specialise in transporting fresh and frozen produce.
Guivarc’h provide regular services from their Brittany base to all points
across France using their fleet of over 150 vehicles.
In addition to their deliveries throughout France the company also
provides a service to and from Germany.
Products transported include meat, fruit and vegetables, dairy and
frozen product.

 +33 2 98 68 02 0411

The company has been operating since 1969, has an annual turnover of
€12 Million and employs over 90 people.

www.transport-guivarch.com
contact@transport-guivarch.com

Transport Prudent
Bois de Chize
71500 Branges

Haulier
Transport Prudent specialise in transportation and distribution of
temperature controlled products all over France.
They distribute to the Rhône-Alpes, Bourgogne and Franche-Comte
regions and operate regular routes in and out of many regions (Brittany,
Normandy, Vendee, Paris, North, East, Southeast and Southwest,
Toulouse).
Facilities include 10,000 m2 of warehousing and a fleet of over 110
refrigerated trucks.
Prudent are ISO 9001 accredited.

 +33 3 85 76 44 11

The company was formed in 1981, has an annual turnover of over €32
Million and employs almost 400 people.

www.transportprudent.fr
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Transports Aubin

Haulier

Parc Activité du Hindré
35310 Breal
Sous Montfort

Transports Aubin has a background in the transport of containers but
also operate a division specialising in refrigerated transport.
In addition to their head office close to Rennes, the company also have
a base in Le Havre. Services include warehousing, inventory
management and import / export support.
They have a fleet of 60 vehicles including 20 refrigerated dual zone
trailers for fresh and frozen produce and an 800 m2 warehouse 15kms
South of Rennes.
They work with many manufacturers, freight forwarders and shipping
companies and provide transportation and storage.
The company has been operating for over 40 years, has an annual
turnover of €9 Million and employs over 80 people.

 +33 2 99 60 08 60

www.aubin-transports.com
contact@aubin-transports.com

Transports Audureau
ZA du Grand Moulin
85250 Saint Fulgent

Haulier

Transports Audureau provide refrigerated transport services.
They operate around the Brittany – Pays de Loire axis with a fleet of
approximately 30 refrigerated vehicles and 1,500 m2 of warehouse
storage.
Their customers include wholesalers and retailers, making deliveries
into Distribution Centres for the large supermarket chains across the
West of France.

 +33 2 51 42 61 70

The company has an annual turnover of €5 Million and employs 48
people (including 40 drivers).

www.transportsaudureau.com
jm.benedetti@transports-audureau.com
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Transports Cotto
Route du Poet
05300 Larange

Haulier
Transports Cotto specialise in the transportation of fresh and frozen
produce.
The company operates 15 refrigerated trucks and storage facilities
comprising a 1,000 m3 warehouse and 500 m2 cold room.
Cotto provide regular daily shipments and daily groupage to the Lyon
region and South Eastern departments of Gard, Herault, Vaucluse, Alpes
de Haute Provence from their Larange facility.
They also provide services to the Northern part of France and Belgium
from Larange and their Lyon agency office.

 +33 4 92 65 01 86

The company has been operating for over thirty years and has an
annual turnover of over €3 Million.

www.transports-cotto.fr
contact@transports-cotto.fr

Transports Ducournau
Head Office
Les Quatre Chemins
RN7
83340 Flassans Sur Issole

3PL
Ducournau specialise in transporting goods on a regional, national,
European and international basis.
Service include for full, part and consolidated loads storage and
handling of goods, logistics, local redistribution, pallet packaging,
inventory management, order preparation and delivery.
Their truck fleet includes semi-trailers, containers and refrigerated
trucks.
They operate all over France with a network of five branches at
Flassans, Gonesse, Cavaillon, Pynier and Meyzieu.

 +33 4 94 37 05 05

The company has been operating for over forty years and has a
turnover in excess of €27 Million.

www.ducournau.com
transportducournau@ducournau.fr
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Transports Frigorifiques Charité
Route d'Etalans
25580 Saules

Haulier

Charité is an independent business specialising in refrigerated transport
for fresh and frozen goods.
They have a storage capacity of 3,300 pallets to -25°C. Products
handled include butter, cheese, beef chocolate, bread and cakes. Part
and full loads can be managed.
The Charité fleet of vehicles includes 30 refrigerated vehicles and 2 light
vehicles for express delivery services.
Charité are ideally located in France but generally serve half of France,
north of a line from La Rochelle to Grenoble for their customers in
Burgundy, Alsace and Franche-Comte.

 +33 3 81 62 17 43

The company has been operating since 1965, has an annual turnover of
over €4 Million and employs 45 people.

www.transportscharite.com

Transports Frigorifiques des Monts d'Or
55 RN 6
69380 Lissieu

Haulier

TFMO provide refrigerated transport service via a fleet of refrigerated
units and warehouse storage. They are located North of Lyon and
transport regionally, nationally and internationally.
TFMO operate a fleet of over 100 vehicles including 44 Tonne vehicles
and 33 pallet trailers. Warehouse capacity extends to 24,000 m3 with
six cold rooms for storage of over 4,000 pallets. Management systems
provide the basis of stock management including First in / Out and Best
Before Dates, analysis and stock history.
The company has experience in the transportation of dairy, fruit and
vegetables and fresh and frozen foods.

 +33 4 78 47 34 33

The company has been operating since 1983 and has an annual
turnover of €19 Million.

www.tfmo.fr
tfmo@wanadoo.fr
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Transports Frigorifiques Page
ZA Macon Est
BP 12
01750 Replonges

Haulier

Transportes Frigorifiques Page is a specialist refrigerated transport
company covering all of France.
They are located at the “crossroads” of the European motorway
network, Macon, providing access to all destinations in France but also
to other European countries including Spain, Italy and Germany.
They distribute meat, fish, vegetables, cheese and ice cream on a full
load and groupage basis either fresh or frozen. In addition the company
also has the capacity to transport ambient food produce.

 +33 3 85 31 18 85

Page operate a fleet of 12 refrigerated trucks all equipped with satellite
tracking and temperature monitoring equipment serviced every 100
hours.

www.transportspage.com

Transports Gayet
Zone Industrielle
2 rue Gilbert Romme
72200 La Fleche

Haulier
Transports Gayet specialise in refrigerated transport.
They provide regular deliveries to Rennes, Angers, Nantes, Tours, Le
Mans and Paris.
They provide a refrigerated meat transport service in addition to
palletised storage and distribution.
Gayet’s fleet includes 16 articulated lorries and trailers. They also
provide an express delivery service using refrigerated vehicles.
Gayet regularly supply to Northern and Eastern France as well as
Belgium and Germany.

 +33 2 43 45 91 38

The company has been in operation since 1990, has an annual turnover
of €10 Million and employs 30 people (including 25 drivers).

www.transportsgayet.fr
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Transports Grisot
ZA du Ruellou
BP 19
22480 St Nicolas Du Pelem

Haulier
Transports Grisot provide transport and distribution
temperature controlled, fresh and frozen products.

of

They are based in the North West of France and have agencies in
five other areas of France including Paris.
Warehousing includes over 8,000 m3 of temperature controlled
space including racks for pallets. Services include storage, order
picking, preparing shipments and distributing products.
Transports Grisot run dedicated routes to Britain, Paris, the North,
the East as well as Belgium and Holland using their fleet of 70
modern vehicles ranging from large double deck pallet
transporters, refrigerated trailers, to smaller vans for express
deliveries.

 +33 2 96 29 55 91

The company has been operating since 1964, has an annual
turnover of over €10 Million and employs over 100 people.

www.groupe-grisot.com

Transports Kessler
4 Rue Denis Papin
Zone Industrielle
BP 30015
68190 Ensisheim

Haulier
Transports Kessler provide logistics services for temperature controlled
and perishable products particularly meat, dairy, fruit and vegetables,
eggs and chocolate.
Services include frozen, chilled and ambient distribution of pallets or full
loads.
Facilities include 12,500 m3 of storage capacity and racking for 3,000
pallets. The Kessler fleet includes 42 refrigerated truck and trailer
combinations. All trailers are monitored using GPS and temperature
control systems.
Kessler are strategically located in the Alsace region and distribute to
Eastern and Northern France, Ile-de-France, Rhone-Alpes as well as
Switzerland, Germany and the Benelux countries.
Kessler work with large multi-nationals and small local producers. They
are ISO9000 and ISO14000 accredited and were awarded the French
Haulier of the Year in 2006. All vehicles meet Euro V standards.

 +33 3 89 81 04 04

The company has been operating since 1980 and has an annual
turnover of €10 Million, employing over 100 people.

www.kessler.fr
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Transports Landreau
ZI route des Relandieres
44850 Le Cellier

Haulier
Transports Landreau transport and distribute full and part loads of fresh
and frozen produce.
They are located close to Nantes and provide a mainly regional focus on
the West of France. Key markets are the agro food industry and
distribution to RDCs.
Landreau have a fleet of 16 bi-temperature refrigerated units. The
company is accredited to ISO 9001 standards.

 +33 2 40 25 31 32

The company has been operating for over 35 years and has an annual
turnover of over €2 Million employing 20 people.

www.transportlandreau.com

Transports Martel Distribution
ZI La Feuillouse BP 56
03150 Varennes sur
Alleir

Haulier

Martel distribution offers a comprehensive range of services including
temperature controlled transport and logistics services.
Martel distribution is located in Varennes sur Allier, 25 km from Vichy
and 330 km from Paris.
Martel service eight counties directly and another 20 with other
independent partners and the rest of France through their Network.
Martel’s fleet includes articulated, rigid truck and vans.

 +33 4 70 45 09 10

The company was established in 1966, has an annual turnover of over
€2 Million and employs 35 people.

www.martel-distribution.com
martel.distribution@wanadoo.fr
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Transports Mesguen
ZI de Kerranou
29250 Saint Pol De Leon

Haulier
Transports Mesguen transport vegetables, chilled and frozen products
including seafood from the West of France.
From their base in the north of France they provide transport services
using their fleet of 85 refrigerated trailers, all equipped with satellite
tracking and temperature monitoring.
They also transport dry freight and seafood from the UK to the whole of
France.

 +33 2 98 29 24 24

The Company was established in 1947, has an annual turnover of over
€35 Million, and employs almost 200 people.

www.transports-mesguen.fr
contact@transports-mesguen.fr

Transports Montaville
Lieu dit Les Petits Cours
BP 19
72140 Sille Le Guillaume

Haulier
Transports Montaville provide refrigerated transport for the
transportation of meat, fresh products on pallets, and frozen
products on a national and international basis.
Montaville have a fleet of 50 vehicles, and refrigerated trailers.
Services are provided for full and part loads.
Customers include Yoplait, Novandi and Legrand amongst others.

 +33 2 43 20 10 18

The company was established almost forty years ago and now has
a turnover of over €8 Million, employing over 70 people (including
60 drivers).

www.montaville.fr
transport.montaville@wanadoo.fr
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Transports Olano
ZI de Jalday
BP 125
64500 St Jean de Luz

3PL
Transports Olano transport and distribute 230,000 tons of seafood,
700,000 tons of frozen goods and 670,000 tons of fresh products and
110,000 tons of meat products per annum.
Services include storage, cross docking, picking and distribution.
Facilities include 50,000 m2 of chilled and 625,000 m3 of frozen storage.
Their fleet includes over 600 vehicles.
They provide a transport and distribution service within France, as well
as an international service to Spain, Italy, Belgium and Portugal.
Some of the companies they supply include Carrefour, Nestle, Danone,
Brakes, McCains, McDonalds, Kraft and Intermarché amongst others.
Transports Olano are ISO9002 accredited.

 +33 5 59 51 85 83

The company was established over 30 years ago and now has an annual
turnover of €200 Million, employing 1,000 people.

www.groupe-olano.com
commerce@olano-groupe.com

Transports Randon
Route Nationale 113
30310 Vergeze

Haulier
Transports Randon provide transport and storage services for fresh and
frozen goods on a full and part load basis.
Randon has a fleet of 17 refrigerated vehicles and a 1,100 m2 warehouse
of which 650 m2 is refrigerated.
They cover all of France with some dedicated routes including
Languedoc to Roussillon.

 +33 4 66 35 37 79

The company was established in 1980, has an annual turnover of just
under €4 Million and employs 45 people.

www.randon.fr
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Upsilon 89
Avenue de Paris
ZA les Macherins
89470 Moneteau

Haulier
Upsilon 89 provides logistics and transport services across all of France
for full and part loads of ambient and temperature controlled products.
Services include all activities from receiving and storing products to
distributing finished products. The company can move any consignment
of over 30Kgs up to a full load of 25 tonnes.
Facilities include 24,000m² of warehouse space and 8,000 pallet spaces.
Upsilon ship over 30,000 orders per month including packages and
pallets.

 +33 3 86 53 98 35

The company was established in 1990 and has an annual turnover of
just under €6 million.

www.upsilon.fr
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Page

Alders
Emiel Vlieberghlaan 8
3900 Overpelt

Haulier
Alders Transport and Logistics is a Belgian haulier that was established
in 1930.
Today the company has a fleet of some 100 trucks and 150 trailers.
The company’s fleet also includes silo trucks for transporting bulk
produce. Alders transports full, partial and groupage loads, both
within Benelux and further afield.
The company also provides freight forwarding, customs and related
services. Warehousing services in the Benelux are provided by a
partner company ‘Delta Warehousing’ who have 8,000m2 storage
capacity.

 +32 11 641 520

Alders has a turnover of €14 Million and employs 116 people.

www.alders-transport.be
info@alders-transport.be

AT Logistiek
Industriezone C 339
Betekomsesteenweg 78b
3200 Aarschot

Haulier
AT Logistiek is a Belgian based haulier specialising in refrigerated
transport.
The fleet includes a range of several refrigerated trucks and vehicles
for large or small shipments.
Additional services include warehousing, storage, inventory
management including analysis and optimisation and distribution of
products to final customers.

 +32 16 564 690

Custom solutions are available for individual clients.

www.atlogistiek.be
info@atlogistiek.be
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Cardon Logistique

3PL

Z.I. de Tournai Ouest II
Cardon Logistique is a 3PL based in Tournai, on the main motorway
Rue du Mont des Carliers, 34 network, close to the French border.
7522 Blandain
This location is within 300 km of Brussels, The Hague and Paris. The
company transport fresh, refrigerated and frozen products.
Warehousing services provided include storage, cross docking, order
preparation and support for promotional campaigns. Volumes
handled range from single pallet to complete loads.
Cardon Logistique also offers daily delivery services across the
Benelux and France.
 +32 69 646 800

The company has a turnover of €12 Million and employs 118 people.

www.cardon-logistique.be
info@cardon-logistique.be

Cool Traffic / K&E Trucking
Graaf van Landastraat 61 / 1
9700 Oudenaarde

Haulier

Cool Traffic (part of K&E Trucking) operates 60 refrigerated trucks
covering all of Western Europe.
The company focuses on the transportation of fruit & vegetables,
fish, and fresh produce.
They provide a range of temperature capabilities between +/-30°C.

 +32 55 457 901

In addition the company has a small warehouse (1,500 m2) for dry
goods.

www.ke-trucking.com
info@ke-trucking.com
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Dirk Raes Logistics
Moerstraat 48-50
B-9031 Gent

Haulier
Dirk Raes Logistics is a Belgian haulier who since 2009 is part of the
Europe-wide Movanto logistics group. Dirk Raes specialises in
pharmaceutical and cold chain distribution and storage.
The company operates in the temperature ranges of -29°C to +40°C.

 +32 92 807 440

They hold various ISO and other certifications. Its transport fleet
ranges from small vans for express deliveries through to twin trailer
articulated vehicles.

www.dirkraes.be
info@dirkraes.be

Brendan Dixon Transport
Dixon International B.V.B.A
Hagelberg 17
2250 Olen

Haulier

Brendan Dixon Transport is an Irish haulier that specialises in
delivering goods around Ireland and Europe including dry and
refrigerated, containerised and bulk liquid transport.
The company serves a range of European countries including the UK,
France, Belgium, Spain, Germany, Italy, Austria, Greece and Poland,
and its Continental European base is in Olen in Belgium.

 +353 1 807 5380

Dixon Transport handles a range of products including food and
beverages.

www.brendandixontransport.com
info@brendandixontransport.com
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Dockx Logistics
Haven 200
Transcontinentaalweg 15
BE-2030 Antwerpen

3PL
Dockx Logistics - Tolimpex is a full service Belgian 3PL.
Part of the Dockx Group, the company was formed from two merged
entities in business since 1966 and 1979 respectively.
The company provides a full range of logistics services including
storage, cross docking and distribution.

 +32 35 419 456

They offer distribution services both in the Benelux (including a same
day delivery service) and further afield across Europe.

www.dockx-logistics.be
info@dockx-logistics.be

DSV Logistics
Eddastraat 21
Kennedy Industriepark
9042 Gent

3PL
DSV in Belgium is part of the DSV Group, one of the world’s leading
3PLs.
In Belgium the company has multiple offices and provides road and
logistics services, as well as air and seafreight forwarding.
The DSV road organisation in Belgium handles transportation of full
and part loads and mixed cargo domestically and across Europe. DSV
Solutions offers total logistic solutions, including outsourcing of stock
control and a wide range of services related to customers' supply
chains.
DSV was the first logistics company in Belgium to attain Authorised
Economic Operator (AEO) status.

 +32 92 500 811

In Belgium, DSV has a turnover of €22 Million and employs 85 people.

www.dsv.com/be
eupen.solutions@be.dsv.com
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European Food Transport
Fortsesteenweg 27
2860 Sint-Katelijne-Waver

Haulier

Part of the global Univeg group, this Belgian haulier was originally
founded in 1993 and joined the UNIVEG group in 1997.
The company’s main activity is transport of foodstuffs and it has a
particular specialism in short sea shipping to the UK and Scandinavia.
In 2001 it began order picking activities for several of its customers,
followed by repacking activities in 2003.
It has experience in transportation of a range of food products
including meat and dairy produce (both chilled and frozen).

 +32 15 306 000

The company has a turnover of €27 Million and employs 78 people.

www.univeg.com
gro@efnv.be

Flanders Food Transport
Oostnieuwkerkesteenweg
105B-8800 Roeselare

Haulier

Established in 1991, this Belgian Haulier focuses on the food sector
and operates regular services across Europe with a particular focus
on Benelux and Southern Europe.
The company handles both food and non-food products in the
temperature ranges 0 to +25°C.

+ 32 51 244 422
www.flanders-food-transport.be
info@flanders-food-transport.be
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Frigolanda
Izegemsestraat 412
Industriezone Yesord
8501 Kortrijk Heule

3PL
Frigolanda cold logistics group list a variety of food and related
products and brands as customers.
The company provides daily groupage services to a number of
countries including the UK.
The company has storage capacity of more than 75,000 pallet places
which includes 65,000 deep frozen and 10,000 chilled. This includes
nine offices in Belgium, the Netherlands, Germany and Poland, and a
transport fleet of 65 lorries.

 +32 56 350 454

The company delivers to some 1,000 addresses throughout Benelux,
Germany and a growing number of addresses in France, Italy, Great
Britain, Switzerland, Austria and Scandinavia.

www.frigolanda.com
l.bulcaen@frigolanda.com

Galliker Transport and Logistics
Avenue du Parc Industriel
4041 Hersthal (Milmort)

Haulier

Established in Switzerland in 1918, Galliker Transport and Logistics
now employs more than 2,100 people across six European countries.
Galliker’s Belgian operations are located in Gent and Liege. The
company operates a 120,000 m2 warehouse facility at Liege for
ambient, refrigerated, and frozen temperatures.

 +32 42 780 101

In Belgium the company has a turnover of €45 Million and employs
336 people.

www.galliker.com
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GLS Belgium NV
Erasmuslaan 40
Businesspark Cargovil
1804 Vilvoorde

 +32 2 55 66 211

Haulier
Established in Belgium in 2000, GLS Belgium NV is part of the
European wide GLS courier group.
In Belgium the company’s infrastructure comprises 11 depots, three
hubs, 550 vans and 180 long distance trucks. The company offers
time sensitive delivery services and an online tracking facility for
shippers to track shipment status.
The company has a turnover of €37 Million and employs 408 people.

www.gls-group.eu
customer.service@gls-belgium.com

Groep H Essers
Transportlaan 4
3600 Genk

3PL
Groep H Essers was established in 1928 and has grown into one of
the largest family transport and logistics companies in Belgium.
It now operates from over 26 branches in 12 European countries
including Ireland.
The company has 900 trucks and 1,800 trailers, plus warehouse
capacity for 550,000 pallets.
It is both ISO 9001 and HACCP certified, and is registered by the
Public Health Board to transport foodstuffs. The company carries
freight ranging from 1Kg to full loads in both ambient and
temperature controlled vehicles.

 +32 89 323 232

The company has a turnover of €59 Million and employs 2,250
people.

www.essers.com
info@hes.essers.com
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Hartrodt
Suikerrui 5
2000 Antwerp

3PL
Part of the German Hartrodt Group, Hartrodt (Belgium) was
established in 1983.
Hartrodt have a range of facilities across Belgium involved in both
domestic and international distribution.

 +32 27 360 498

The company is involved in moving all types of cargoes, from live
animals to food and beverages, across all transport modes.

www.hartrodt.be
info.sea@hartrodt.be

Ice Way Express
Avenue le Marinel, 156
1040 Etterbeek

Haulier
Based in Brussels, Ice Way Express is a courier company that focuses
upon express delivery of fresh and frozen food in the temperature
range -18°C to + 7°C.
The company covers Belgium and the wider Benelux region on an
express basis.

 +32 27 360 498

They operate a fleet of delivery vans and trucks up to a capacity of 15
pallets.

www.icewayexpress.com
icewayexpress@gmail.com
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N Charlier
Route de Saint-Hubert 79
6800 Recogne

Haulier
Established in 1989, N Charlier provides logistics and warehousing for
ambient, chilled and frozen foods, including fruit & vegetables, dairy
produce and meats.
It has two integrated sites in Messancy with four warehouses
providing 40,000 m2 and one warehouse at Recogne providing 10,000
m2.
The company’s fleet of vehicles comprises 80 tractor units and 150
trailers including refrigerated units. In addition to the fleet of large
trucks they also operate a range of smaller trucks for more regional
and local deliveries.

 +32 61 230 290

As well as covering all of Benelux the company can offer regular
deliveries across France, Germany, Italy and Spain.

www.ncharlier.be
info@ncharlier.be

Number One
Rue de Lusambo, 59
1190 Bruxelles

Haulier
Number One is a Belgian courier company operating a fleet of 45
vans and rigid vehicles capable of delivering anything up to 33
tonnes.
The company focuses on express deliveries and delivers various
products including cold products across Benelux and wider Europe.
The company offers three distinct product offerings including an
urgent door to door service, a 24 hour service anywhere in Belgium,
and the ability to provide accompanied vehicles for customers.
For ultra urgent deliveries, the company can offer dedicated air
freight in their own light aircraft, for up to 4 people or equivalent
cargo.

 +32 27 884 040

An on-line booking system is also offered, as is an on-line rate card.

www.number-one.be
info@number-one.be
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NYK Logistics Belgium
Keetberglaan 2
9120 Melsele

3PL
Part of the global (Japanese) NYK Logistics Group, the Belgian
operation employs 420 people across four sites and comprises seven
warehouses (90,000 m2 capacity), all easily accessible from the ports
of Antwerp and Rotterdam and all major European airports.
Various value-add logistics services are provided including bar-coding,
labelling and repackaging.
NYK guarantees delivery within Benelux in 24 hours. They also offer a
‘unique final mile delivery service’ and floor-ready distribution.

 +32 35 706 911

NYK Belgium offer customers cross docking and consolidation
options.

www.be.nyklogistics.com
info@be.nyklogistics.com

Rhenus Logistics
Rhenus B.V.
Noordersingel 21
2140 Antwerpen

3PL
Rhenus Logistics is a multinational 3PL with offices in most European
countries including Ireland. Rhenus and its subsidiaries have 6 offices
across Belgium.
In Belgium the company offers air, ocean and road freight
forwarding, warehousing and logistics. The company specialise in
general, project and bulk cargo, including malt, barley, wheat and
chemical products, and they have a logistics centre in the Port of
Antwerp with a rail connection.
Rhenus handle a wide variety of types and volumes of freight, for
example in addition to the products outlined above they also handle
wine and alcoholic drinks imports for a number of French
wine producers.

 +32 32 245 600

Globally the company employs over 16,000 employees and turns over
€2.7 Billion.

www.rhenus.com
info@be.rhenus.com
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Sitra Group
Pilkemseweg 113
8900 Ieper

Haulier
The Sitra Group founded in Belgium in 1962, is a large multinational
haulage company with bases in Belgium, France, The Netherlands,
Germany and the UK.
The company has a large transport fleet which includes refrigerated
trailers and bulk tankers for liquids and other materials.
Temperature controlled transportation is provided and products
carried by the company include meat, fruit & vegetables, chocolates
and wines in addition to ambient dry goods. All refrigerated trailers
are fitted with temperature monitoring systems

 +32 57 229 150

The company has 20,000 m2 of warehousing space.
The company employs over 400 staff and is ISO 9001 certified.

www.sitra-group.com
sitra@sitra-group.com

SNEL Logistics Solutions
E3-Laan 62-66
9800 Deinze

3PL
Founded in 1984, SNEL is a logistics provider focused on ambient
products transporting the likes of bottled water and chocolates.
The company operates from its four sites across Belgium. They were
awarded Transporter of the Year award for 2011 at the 19th Transport
and Logistics Awards in Brussels.
SNEL started as a haulage contractor but the company now offer a
full supply chain solution to customers.

 +32 93 815 100

The company is certified to ISO 22000.

www.gsnel.net
info@gsnel.net
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TDG Mond
Rue de l'Industrie 14
4840 Welkendraedt

 +32 878 991 111

3PL
TDG Mond is part of the large UK 3PL, TDG Group. TDG Mond is the
Belgian arm of the company and specialises in chemicals and
dangerous goods carriage. They also use their extensive logistics
infrastructure to handle all other types of freight.
As well as having their own fleet of trucks, the company also has
extensive warehouse space for both storage and cross docking. A
range of value-add logistics services are also provided including
sampling, labelling, packing and repacking.

www.tdg.eu.com/belgium.asp
William.fabry@tdgmond.eu

Theo Van De Velde
Gustaff Van der Steenstraat
1750 Lennik

Haulier
Van de Velde Transport is a Belgian based haulier providing both
national and international temperature controlled distribution.
Their fleet includes 32 modern trucks (by 2012 all tractor units will be
Euro 5) including temperature controlled trailers.
In addition to their fleet of tractor / trailer units the company has
smaller vehicles for urgent, smaller deliveries.

 +32 25 321 332

The company works for a wide variety of clients including some of the
largest supermarket chains in Belgium.

www.vervoervandevelde.be
theo@vandeveldetransport.be
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Trans Europ
Zone Industrielle
Schurhovenveld 3820
3800 Saint –Trond

Haulier
Trans Europ was established in 1976. They specialise in cold chain
logistics, focussing on fruit and vegetables, chocolates and other
perishable produce as well as fresh meat.
The company was awarded ISO 9002 certification in 1994, and in
1999 the company was awarded HACCP certification. The Trans
Europ fleet comprises 50 trucks covering the temperature range +/30°C.
Services are provided across Europe including warehousing (4,300 m2
/ 6,000 pallet spaces at +2°C and 4,000 spaces at -25°C).

 +32 11 681 318

The company employs around 50 people, either as drivers, technical
or administration staff.

www.trans-europ.be
info@trans-europ.be

Transmet
Leuvensesteenweg 212
3370 Boutersem

Haulier
Established in 1936, Transmet is located in the heart of Belgium near
Brussels.
The fleet provides ambient distribution across Benelux and further
afield on a full or part load basis.
Although primarily a haulier, the company also has warehouse
capacity for 6,500 pallets across 8,000 m2 of warehouse.
Transmet is ISO9001 and HACCP certified.

 +32 16 721 120

The company employs 130 people, have 72 vehicles and 145 trailers.

www.transmet-boutersem.be
info@transmet-boutersem.be
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Transports Muller
Rue de Hottleux 89
4950 Waimes

Haulier
Established in 1945 to transport milk from farms to dairies, the
company is still operated by the Muller family.
The company still transports dairy produce but now includes a wider
variety of transport equipment in its fleet.
The company now provides transport and warehousing for a wide
range of food produce across the temperature range.
They have a fleet of 20 curtainside trailers, each of which can take up
to 34 euro pallets. The company also has a 33 pallet multi zone
refrigerated semitrailer, eight semitrailers each with 28,000 litre
capacity for dairy products, and a small ambient warehouse.

 +32 80 679 160

Transports-Muller also has fleet of small vans and uses these for
express deliveries of small ambient parcels within a radius of 300 km.

www.transports-muller.be
info@transports-muller.be

Van Uden Logistics
Hertog Karelweg 22
4175 LS Haaften

3PL
Van Uden Logistics are based in the Netherlands but is particularly
relevant in the context of Belgium as it covers the entire Benelux
region. They have a particular focus on the food and beverage
sectors.
The company has over 50 high profile clients in the region and has a
fleet of some 200 vehicles, including normal trailers, isothermal
trailers, tautliners and containers. Both temperature controlled and
non temperature controlled conditions are catered for.
The company has seven strategically located distribution centres
covering a total area of more than 150,000 m2. Van Uden also
provides a range of other value-add logistics services such as bonded
storage and cross docking.

 +31 418 597 200

The company employs over 400 people across its sites in Belgium and
the Netherlands.

www.van-uden-logistics.nl
info@van-uden-logistics.nl
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Wim Bosman
Nijverheidsstraat 54F
Industrieterrein Den
Doornaerd
2160 Wommelgem

3PL
Established in 1963, Wim Bosman operates from a number of
locations in Belgium and in other European countries.
The main activities of the company in Belgium are grouped into five
divisions which include European Express Distribution and groupage,
on a part and full load basis.
Wim Bosman has warehouses in Genk and Oostend.
Through their Logistics company Maenhout, the company offers both
a Benelux and European service and also an express service for
urgent deliveries.

 +32 33 335 100

The company has an annual turnover of €289 million, and employs
over 1,800 people.

www.wimbosman.be
air.ocean@wimbosman.be

Wincanton
Verbindingsdok OK 13
B-2000 Antwerp

3PL
Wincanton is one of Europe’s largest full service 3PLs.
In the Benelux region the company provides a range of services
including contract logistics, warehousing (both dedicated and shareduser), intermodal transport solutions, freight management and
logistics consulting.
In addition Wincanton offers supply chain and value enhancing
services such as for example adding value to product as it passes
through the distribution channel, dealing with all aspects of reverse
logistics and recycling through to managing one-stop '4PL type'
solutions.

 +32 32 018 350

The company works with many of Europe’s leading retailers.

www.wincanton.be
info.antwerpen@rhenania.com
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Ziegler Group
Dieudonné Lefèvrestraat,
160
1020 Brussels

3PL
Ziegler Group was founded in 1908 and has since grown to become
one of the largest Belgian 3PLs.
From its headquarters in Brussels, the company now has 180
operational sites which include 930,000 m² of warehouse capacity.
They provide full and part load groupage service as well as an express
service to meet tight deadlines.
Beyond Benelux, the Group also has activities in a number of
countries including France, Switzerland, Germany, and the UK.
Some specialised activities of the Group include wine and spirits
logistics.

 +32 24 222 299

Zeigler group employs over 3,700 people across Europe, and has an
annual turnover of just over €1.2 billion.

www.zieglergroup.com
info@ziegler.com
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Index of Selected In Market Dutch Logistics Service Providers
#

Logistics Service Provider

Classification

1

A2 Logistics

3PL

87

2

Amerongen Kamphuis

3PL

87

3

CJ Hendriks

3PL

88

4

De Rooy

Haulier

88

5

Dijco International Transport

Haulier

89

6

Distrifresh BV

3PL

89

7

Frigolanda

3PL

90

8

Harthoorn Group

3PL

90

9

Heezik

3PL

91

10 HSF

Haulier

91

11 Huisman

3PL

92

12 J van de Put Fresh Cargo Handling BV

3PL

92

13 Jan de Rijk

3PL

93

14 KLG Europe

3PL

93

15 Koring Freight Forwarders BV

Forwarder

94

16 Midl

Forwarder

94

17 MOL Logistics

3PL

95

18 Mooy Logistics

3PL

95

19 NYK Logistics

3PL

96

20 Pax Groep

3PL

96

21 Prins Transport

Forwarder

97

22 Rotra Forwarding

3PL

97

23 Schavemaker Logistics and Transport

3PL

98

24 St vd Brink

Haulier

98

25 Transportbedrijven Sent Waninge BV

Haulier

99

26 Han der Helm & Hudig

3PL

99

27 Van Uden Logistics

3PL

100

28 Visbeen

3PL

100

29 Vos Logistics

3PL

101
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A2 Logistics
Postbus 1,
5310 AA Zaltbommel

3PL
A2 Logistics provides coldstore and logistics services.
At the core of the company is a 240,000 m3 coldstore with another
coldstore and distribution centre (volume of 300,000 m3) currently
under construction.
The company also provides door-to-door supply chain management
services in Europe, with or without climate-controlled storage.
Services provided include freezing, blast freezing, storing, packing,
repacking, tempering, and defrosting.
A2 Logistics is ISO 9001-certified. The company works in accordance
with HACCP.

+31 41 856 9095

Clients include Simplot, Friesland Foods, Farm Frites, Oerlemans and
McCain.

www.a2logistics.nl
s.vos@a2logisics.com

Amerongen Kamphuis
Ambachtsweg 15
3771 MG Barneveld

3PL
Amerongen Kamphuis handles a full range of both temperature
controlled and ambient foodstuffs and delivers these to a range of
clients in the Benelux region and beyond.
Because of its broad client base, for some clients the company can
group shipments from individual consignors into a single combined
delivery. The company has two warehouses, one dedicated to cold
storage, and operates its own fleet of 100 tractor units and 130
trailers. Amerongen Kamphuis employs 180 people.

+31 34 249 6211

Clients include: Rewe, Edeka and Netto in Germany, and in Benelux:
Schuitema DC, Super de Boer, the members of the Superunie and
various (hotel and catering) wholesalers.

www.amerongen-kamphuis.com
info@amerongen-kamphuis.com
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CJ Hendriks
Plimsollweg 4
1042 AS Amsterdam

3PL
The CJ Hendriks Group is a 170 year old Dutch family business.
The Group specialises in complex logistics for various product
categories including food, beverages, consumer goods and hazardous
substances.
Product categories include organic products, wines and spirits, tea,
rice, nuts and seeds amongst others.
Logistics services include national and international road
transportation. They also provide temperature controlled storage
including a bonded warehouse, value added logistics including order
picking, repackaging, quality control, and product testing and
sampling.

 +31 02 587 8123

The group has over 40,000 m2 of warehouse space, 80 employees and
20 trucks.

www.cjhendriksgroup.com
info@cjhendriks.com

De Rooy
Beusichemseweg 58
3997 MK T’Goy (Houten)

Haulier
De Rooy Transport and Logistics is a family owned business
established in the late sixties originally to carry vegetables and fruit.
The company provides a range of national and international transport
services for both full and part loads, freight forwarding, warehousing,
returns management and value-add logistics services for importers.
They provide 24-hour and same-day express delivery services across
Benelux. They have capabilities to deliver to RDCs with both time
window and vehicle size restrictions.

 + 31 30 601 1524

De Rooy also has over 10,000 m2 of storage capacity.

www.derooytransport.nl
info@derooygroup.com
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Dijco International Transport
Klappolder 1
2665 LP Bleiswijk

Haulier

Dijco International Transport is a national and international transport
company, specialising in the collection and distribution of fresh fruit,
vegetables and mushrooms. The company has a fleet of 60 tractors
and 85 private charters.
Dijco is owned by The Greenery and it delivers approximately 70% of
The Greenery's total volume to its customers’ final destinations.
In addition, Dijco carries freight for many other companies across
Europe. Its services include daily bulk transport services to and from
England and Scotland carrying freight for retail multiples in the UK.

 +31 10 529 3500

The company has a particular focus on fleet efficiency and thus
backhaul loads from Ireland to the Netherlands are a possibility.

www.dijco.nl
info@dijco.nl

Distrifresh BV

3PL

Van Salmstraat 64
5281 RS Boxtel

Distrifresh BV is a Dutch 3PL with a focus on the food and retail sectors
where they offer a ‘total logistics solution’ to their clients.
The company operates a comprehensive distribution network
delivering daily to supermarket chains in the Netherlands. Deliveries
are made to both Distribution Centres and direct to retail outlets, for
both full and part loads.

 +31 41 161 7617

The company has distribution centres at Boxtel and Vaassen and
handles all temperature ranges. They provide a range of value-add
logistics services including order picking, cross docking and the
provision of digital proofs-of-delivery.

www.distrifresh.com
info@distrifresh.com
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Frigolanda
De Hak 20
Tichelrijt
5107 RG Dongen

3PL
Frigolanda list a variety of food and related products and brands as
customers.
Examples include Croustifrance, Anova Seafood, Muller and Mona.
Frigolanda provides daily groupage services to a number of countries.
The company has storage capacity of more than 75,000 pallet places,
65,000 deep frozen and 10,000 chilled. Facilities include over nine
offices in the Netherlands, Germany, Belgium and Poland, and a
transport fleet of 65 lorries.
The company delivers to some 1,000 addresses throughout Benelux
and Germany as well as a growing number of addresses in France,
Italy, Great Britain, Switzerland, Austria and Scandinavia.

+31 16 238 1000

Within Benelux, the company delivers both full and part loads to a
range of customer groups including supermarkets, restaurants,
motorway service stations, hotels, amusement parks, wholesalers,
deep-freeze home service companies, retail distribution centres and
industrial premises.

www.frigolanda.com
sales.marketing@frigolanda.com

Harthoorn Group
Waalkade 4
5347 KS Oss

3PL
The Harthoorn Group comprises four related entities which provide
total supply chain solutions. This includes packaging, forwarding,
services and a logistics business.
The company has experience of a variety of food types including
poultry, potato products, meat, fish, vegetables, dairy and pasta.
The group has over fifty years experience in freezing techniques,
together with process control and certified quality control
management.

 +31 41 269 9599

Services provided include cross docking across 30 docks, cold and
chilled storage with over 40,000 frozen pallet locations, bonded
storage, blast freezing, tempering and value add logistics. Value Add
services include order picking, packing, scanning and weighing.

www.harthoorn.com
info@harthoorn.com
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Heezik
Kernkade 8
3542CH Utrecht

3PL
Established 150 years ago, Heezik is a large Dutch transport and
storage company.
The transport fleet is diverse and accommodates many different types
of cargoes. The Heezik fleet comprises tautliners, refrigeration and
freezer trailers, dual temperature trailer units and twin trailers with
double floors for 51 pallets.
The company has a fleet of 35 vehicles to service over 6,000 different
addresses across Benelux including retailers, catering establishments
and factories.
Facilities include a temperature controlled storage capacity and 16,000
pallet spaces over five floors.

 +31 30 240 8500

Value Added Logistics (VAL) services include order fulfilment,
merchandising, billing, inventory management, repack and reverse
logistics.
Heezik has a turnover of €25 Million and employs 61 people.

www.heezik.nl
ajoordens@heezik.nl

HSF Logistics Group
Bedrijfsweg 8
6541 DC Nijmegen

Haulier
HSF Logistics BV are based in Nijmegen in Holland.
They provide daily full, part load and groupage services for fresh and
frozen products to Ireland and return freight to Holland as well as
Belgium and Germany.
HSF have over 200 tractor units and can provide dual temperature
shipments for transporting pallets and hanging meat.
HSF have more than 400 refrigerated trailers and specialise in
refrigerated and frozen foods but also dairy, fruit and vegetables.
They provide services to Benelux, Germany, France, Spain and
Scandinavia, from their five sites in Holland.
Storage and logistics services including order receipt, handling,
inventory management, packing, repacking, labelling and billing are
also provided.

 +31 24 371 2222

HSF Logistics BV is part of the HSF Logistics Group. In the Netherlands
the company employs 173 people and €149 Million turnover.

www.hsf.nl
ijmegen@hsf.nl
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Huisman
Bijsterhuizen 4020
6604 LW Wijchen

3PL
The Huisman group is a Dutch based 3PL with a special focus on trade
between the Netherlands and Ireland and the UK.
The company specialises in part-loads from the Netherlands to the UK
and Ireland and vice versa and can offer transit times of one day in
some cases. Full loads can also be accommodated.
The company also offers digital signatures (for PODs etc.) and other
logistics technologies. They offer a minimum two day transit time from
Leinster and a minimum three days from the rest of Ireland. They also
provide a wider distribution service across Benelux for imported
products.

 +31 24 371 8900

The company has more than 50 trailers, 85 employees and 15,000
pallet spaces in warehouses in both the UK and the Netherlands.

www.huismangroup.nl
info@huismangroup.nl

J van de Put Fresh Cargo Handling BV
Folkstoneweg 65
1118 LN Schiphol Zuid-Oost

3PL

Established in 1976, J van de Put specialise in the import and export of
perishable products such as flowers, vegetables and fruit. The
company provides a range of logistics services on a multi modal basis.
Various specialist services are also provided such as phyto-sanitary
inspection.
J van de Put has a warehouse of 4,500 m², operates a fleet of 43
trucks.

 +31 41 269 9599

The company has an annual turnover of €67 Million and employs over
200 people.

www.vandeput.nl
info@vandeput.nl
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Jan de Rijk
Leemstraat 15
4705 RT Roosendaal

3PL
Jan De Rijk is a Netherlands based logistics provider with an Irish office
in Shannon and links to other European offices across Europe. Jan De
Rijk operates a modern and diverse range and fleet of vehicles. This
includes more than 200 temperature controlled units providing a
national and international service throughout Europe.
Jan De Rijk operate a Fresh Logistics Unit which provides dedicated
daily shipping on selected routes on a full and part load basis and
services as required.
They operate from a number of strategically located Logistics Centres
in the Netherlands close to the Ports and Schipol Airport. This provides
excellent access to the national road network and beyond to Germany
and Belgium.
Jan De Rijk provide a wide range of value adding services including
warehousing, order and inventory management, packing and repacking
services.

+ 31 16 557 2572

The company has an annual turnover of €139 Million.

www.janderijk.com
sales@janderijk.com

KLG Europe
Columbusweg 10
5928 LC Venlo

3PL
Kijijken Logistics Group (KLG) Europe is a Dutch-based 3PL. The
company operates across four countries and eleven locations.
In the Netherlands, KLG has a team of 270 people and 65,000 m2 of
warehouse space. They provide a full distribution service across
Benelux from three office locations at Venlo, Eersel and Klaaswaal.
KLG Europe operates over 800 scheduled service departures per week,
delivering almost 650,000 shipments per year, in over 60 countries
across five continents.

 +31 77 324 5000

The company has a turnover of €67 Million and employs 600 people.

www.klg-logistics.com
info@klg-logistics.com
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Koring Freight Forwarders
Zweth 26
2991 LH Barendrecht

Forwarder

Koring Freight Forwarders was established approximately 40 years
ago. They have offices in the Netherlands and in the UK and work with
a network of partner agents across Europe.
The company operates regular full and less than full groupage services
between The Netherlands and other countries, including Ireland.
They also operate their own warehouse in the Netherlands and offer a
range of value adding logistics services including order picking,
repacking, labelling, unloading / re-loading, and stripping and stuffing
of containers.

 +31 18 069 3693

In conjunction with its partners, Koring has been operating for a
number of years a weekly groupage service between Dublin and the
Netherlands.

www.koring.nl
info@koring.nl

Midl
Bijsterhuizen 11-54
6546 AS Nijmegen

Forwarder
Founded in 2004, Midl ‘Integrated Logistics’ is a medium-sized freight
forwarder offering a full range of logistics services across all transport
modes including both routine and express shipments.
In addition to provision of the standard transport and logistics
services, it also provides a range of value adding logistics services
including fiscal representation, returns management and web order
fulfilment for a range of product categories.
The company also has warehouse capacity for 6,200 pallet spaces.

 +31 24 750 3210

The company is largely owned by its staff.

www.midl.nl
info@midl.nl
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MOL Logistics
Siriusstraat 45
5015 BT Tilburg

3PL
MOL Logistics is part of the MOL Group of companies established in
1919.
MOL Logistics (Netherlands) is a full service 3PL. They provide services
including freight forwarding by air and sea, distribution by road both
across Benelux and the rest of Europe.
They provide a full range of value added logistics services and they
operate a 50,000 m2 warehouse in Tilburg.

 +31 13 537 3373

The company can leverage many capabilities across the MOL Group.
MOL Logistics have three offices at Tilburg, Schiphol and Rotterdam.

www.mol-logistics.nl
info@mol-logistics.nl

Mooy Logistics
Postbus 407
2740 AK Waddinxveen

3PL
Established in 1952 Mooy Logistics is a logistics service provider that
specialises in transporting and warehousing mainly fruit, vegetables
and flowers as well as other refrigerated products.
Mooy Logistics run groupage transport between the Netherlands,
Belgium, Germany and France. The company’s Dutch premises are
located at Waddinxveen and Breda. At Waddinxveen there is
refrigerated storage for 7,500 pallets and Breda has refrigerated
storage for 4,500 pallets.

 +31 13 537 3373

The company employs approximately 400 people and has 150 truck
units and some 240 drivers on the road.

www.mooy.nl
info@mooy.nl
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NYK Logistics Netherlands
Ringdijk 378
2983 GS Ridderkerk

3PL

NYK Logistics Netherlands is part of the global (Japanese) NYK Logistics
Group.
NYK Logistics Netherlands has 35,000 m2 of warehouse capacity at
Ridderkerk and 16,000 m2 at Edam. Warehouse capacity is available
for both dedicated and shared use solutions.
Various value-add logistics services are provided including bar-coding,
labelling and repackaging.

 +31 18 044 1900

The company guarantees delivery across Benelux within 24 hours.
They also offer a ‘unique final mile delivery service’ and floor-ready
distribution.

www.nl.nyklogistics.com
info@nl.nyklogistics.com

Pax Groep
Willemskade 1
8911 AW Leeuwarden

3PL
The Pax Groep was established in 1923 and is still a family run
business.
The company has 206,000 m2 of warehousing capacity and 575 full
time operated vehicles.
The company has its own transport network in Benelux and France.
Value-add logistics activities such as packing and repacking are also
provided.
Schouten Logistics is a subsidiary of the Pax Groep and specialises in
food and beverage logistics. It has 62,000 m2 of warehouse capacity
and a fleet of 50 vehicles of different sizes providing daily distribution
to various retailers across Benelux.

 +31 58 244 4455

The group has a turnover of €82 Million and employs 600 people.

www.pax.nl
info@paxbeheer.nl
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Prins Transport BV
Storkstraat 1
2941 BT Lekkerkerk

Forwarder
Prins is an 80 year old transport company comprising of two separate
companies (Prins and Prins Storage & Transfer).
The company provide transport and storage of food. Their logistics
capabilities include refrigerated, chilled and frozen distribution.

 +31 18 066 2244

Prins also provide a range of value-add logistics services including
freezing,
order
picking,
storage
and
distribution.
They provide services across Benelux and also Northern France and
the Ruhr region of Germany.

www.prins-transport.nl
info@paxbeheer.nl

Rotra Forwarding BV
Verhuellweg 5
6984 AA Doesburg

3PL
Rotra Forwarding is a Dutch family owned business established in
1909.
Services include forwarding by air, sea and road, warehousing and
various value add logistics services such as vendor management,
storage, labelling and pick & pack.
Rotra, together with its partners, provides groupage transport services
nationally and throughout Europe. They transport a wide range of
product categories.
The Rotra Group also comprises two other logistics service providers,
Transport Gillemot NV which provides road transport services, and the
Belgian logistics company Trabelint NV.

 +31 31 348 0199

The company is ISO 9001:2008 certified and employs 550 people.

www.rotra.nl
info@rotra.nl
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Schavemaker Logistics and Transport
Lindenweg 17,
1948 ND Beverwijk

3PL

Schavemaker Logistics and Transport was established in 1967.
The company has a fleet of 180 vehicles, its own warehouse facilities
and provides a broad range of logistics services.
In 2008 the company acquired Hendrickx Transport &
Consultancy (www.htcnl.com) who specialise in the UK & Ireland
markets, and offer group-haulage services to and from Ireland with a
transit time of between 48 and 72 hours.
The company has bases in Beverwijk, Breda, Maastricht, Schiphol, and
offers distribution across Benelux, Germany and beyond.
The company employs 225 people.

 +31 25 122 9098
www.schavemaker.com
info@schavemaker.nl

St vd Brink
Tolweg 15
3851 SL Ermelo

Haulier
St vd Brink is a Dutch haulier specialising in the transport of
temperature controlled products.
It serves many companies across the supermarket, dairy, food service
and non-food retail sectors.
The company operates a fleet of 250 vehicles for distribution across
Benelux, Germany and France.

 +31 34 156 5050

St vd Brink operates an 8,000 m2 warehouse which includes 1,000 m2
of refrigerated storage. The company is ISO 9001:2000, GMP and
HACCP certified, and lists various clients including Sligro, C1000 and
Albert Heijn.

www.stvandenbrink.nl
info@stvandenbrink.nl
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Transportbedrijven Sent Waninge BV
Postbus 2050
7900 BB Hoogeveen

Haulier

Transportbedrijven Sent Waninge BV (TSW) is part of the De Sent
Waninge Group. The company was founded 70 years ago and is still a
family run business. Other parts of the group include a transportation
company, truck dealers and a removals company.
The company is located in Hoogeveen, just off the A28, and provides
transport of full and part loads for different types of cargo.
They specialise in transport, storage and handling, with a particular
focus on clients in the packaging, food processing and food industries.
The company operates both domestically and internationally.

 +31 52 827 0555

The company is ISO-9001 certified.

www.sentwaningetransport.nl
info@sentwaningetransport.nl

Van der Helm & Hudig
Orionweg 6 - 8
4782 SC Moerdijk

3PL
Van der Helm & Hudig combined their activities in January 2010 to
create a larger logistics service provider. The company has three
bases in the Netherlands at Moerdijk, Rhoon and Hoofddorp.
The company provides both groupage and full load road transport
services across the Benelux region and beyond using its own fleet of
120 vehicles and its network of partners.
The company transports and stores a range of products including food.
They provide a range of value-add logistics services including
repacking and labelling.

 +31 10 299 5750

The company has an annual turnover of €90 Million and employs 300
people.

www.vdhelm.com
info@vdhelm.com
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Van Uden Logistics
Hertog Karelweg 22
4175 LS Haaften

3PL
Van Uden Logistics is a 3PL with a particular focus on the food and
beverage sectors and works with over fifty high profile clients in the
region.
The company transports products to over 6,000 addresses including all
major retail addresses in the Netherlands and beyond.
They have a fleet of over 150 vehicles, including normal trailers,
isothermal trailers, tautliners and containers. Both temperature
controlled and non temperature controlled conditions are catered for.
The company has seven strategically located distribution centres
across the Netherlands, covering a total area of more than 150,000
m2.
Van Uden also provides a range of other value-add logistics services
such as bonded storage and cross docking.

 +31 41 859 7200

They have more than 400 permanent employees.

www.van-uden-logistics.nl
info@van-uden-logistics.nl

Visbeen
Langeweg 20
3244 BH Nieuwe Tonge

3PL
Visbeen are a full service logistics provider specialising in the
temperature controlled food and drink distribution market.
Visbeen’s primary activity is transporting fruit and vegetables for its
clients. They provide a “DailyFresh Logistics” (see www.dailyfreshlogistics.com) and “Coolboxx” service from Benelux to England,
Germany and France. The company also serves the Irish market.
Their clients range from the large supermarket chains, exporters, and
importers to distribution companies. Each day they deliver to between
500 and 600 destinations.
Visbeen run a fleet of 120 tractor units and 250 temperature controlled
trailer units.
They provide Europe wide coverage, with distribution centres across
the region, specifically, Benelux, France and Germany.

 +31 18 760 7800

The company has an annual turnover of €43 Million and they employ
175 people.

www.visbeen.nl
info@visbeen.nl
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Vos Logistics
Waalkade 4
5347 KS Oss

3PL
Vos Logistics is an independent European logistics company delivering
a wide range of transport and customised logistic services.
Vos provides four key services of Cargo, Bulk, Logistics Services and
Fleet Services.
With a network of 30 group owned locations and 2,074 employees,
the company operates 1,100 vehicles (Euro 4 and 5).
The company’s core activity is the distribution of packed goods in Full
Truck Loads (FTLs) by road or intermodal solutions across Europe.
With some 450,000 shipments a year, the company is particularly
active in the food & beverage, automotive, FMCG, packaging, personal
care, apparel, construction and paper sectors.

 +31 41 269 9599

Vos Logistics employ 640 people in the Netherlands and over 1,400
elsewhere. The company has an annual turnover of €534 Million.

www.voslogistics.com
fleetservices@voslogistics.com
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Index of Selected In Market German Logistics Service Providers
#
1

Logistics Service Provider
Alfred Bohm

Classification
Forwarder

2

Bayernsped

Haulier

104

3

Brüssel Und Maass Logistik GmbH

Forwarder

105

4

Columbus Spedition

Forwarder

105

5

Dachser

Forwarder

106

6

Ernst Spedition GmbH

Forwarder

106

7

Hallog GmbH

Forwarder

107

8

Heidelmann

Forwarder

107

9

Kraftverkehr Nagel

Forwarder

108

10 Krekel

Forwarder

108

11 L.T.G. Langenlonsheimer Transport GmbH

Forwarder

109

12 Logistik In XXL Kraftverkehr Burg GmbH

Forwarder

109

13 Muk Logistics

3PL

110

14 Papp Logistik München.

Forwarder

110

15 Paul Fierek Transport GmbH

Forwarder

111

16 Paul Schockemöhle Logistics GmbH & Co. Kg

Forwarder

111

17 Rolf Benzinger Spedition-Transporte GmbH

3PL

112

18 Rts Road Runner Transport Service GmbH

3PL

112

19 Schmechel Transport GmbH

Forwarder

113

20 Schober Transport GmbH

3PL

113

21 Transthermos

3PL

114

22 Uhlhorn GmbH

Forwarder

114

23 Wilms

Forwarder

115
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Page
104

Alfred Boehm
Talstraße23
08538 Burgstein
Kemnitz

Forwarder
Alfred Boehm is a family business based in Kemnitz close to the North
German coast established in the early 1990’s.
They provide refrigerated transport services across Germany and
internationally. They have a fleet of 60 different vehicles, including
refrigerated and dual temperature trucks and trailers.
They can provide services covering a temperature range of -28°C to
+28°C. Alfred Boehm provides services 24 hours a day and seven days a
week.

 +49 964 3921 00

They have a turnover in the range of €4 Million and 50 employees.

www.boehm-gmbh.com
alfred.boehm@boehm-gmbh.com

Bayernsped
Flurstraße 38
85402 Kranzberg

Haulier
Bayernsped specialise in full and part loads of fresh to deep frozen
products. They have transport expertise in a wide range of food and
drink products from dairy to fresh fruit and vegetables across the full
temperature range.
Whilst Bayernsped’s key focus is on perishable goods, they also offer an
ambient service.
International carriage routes include all of Northern Europe, including
Ireland and Eastern Europe. They are centrally located in Europe.

 +49 816 6991 20

Their team includes multi-lingual bookers and services are available 365
days per year with daily statements provided about the location of your
products.

www.bayernsped.com
w.eichler@bayernsped.com
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Brüssel Und Maass Logistik GmbH
Grönlandstraße 6
27572 Bremerhaven

Forwarder

Brussel und Maass are experts in cold chain logistics.
They are a medium-sized and privately owned logistics company.
The business is focused on refrigerated transport for food as well as
pharmaceutical and packaging applications.
They provide dual temperature zone transport for fresh and frozen
foods and products.

 +49 471 9798 10

They operate a regular service throughout Germany, Belgium, Holland
and to parts of France.

www.bruessel-maass.de
info@bruessel-maass.de

Columbus Spedition GmbH
Freiladestraße 1
D-27572 Bremerhaven

Forwarder

Columbus Spedition is a well established transport service provider.
They provide a range of transport services including import and export
services.
They work with long term partners in the areas of transportation and
warehousing and provide a full service in "chilled food logistics”.
They specialise in a wide range of product categories including fish,
vegetables, fruit and meat.
Their services include national and international distribution for full and
part loads from -27°C to +30°C. This includes regular departures from
northern Germany to Belgium and Northern France.

 +49 471 9726 10

Turnover is in the range €4 Million and they employ approximately 30
people.

www.columbus-logistics.de
mail@columbus-spedition.de
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Dachser GmbH & Co.KG
Memmingerstraße 140
87439 Kempten

Forwarder

Dachser were established in 1930. They provide logistics services across
Germany and internationally in the food logistics sector for ambient and
refrigerated produce.
Dachser is one of Europe's leading specialists in temperature-controlled
logistics with 80 years’ experience in food handling. This includes an
extensive European network certified to the highest international
quality standards.
The network links major cities while also extending into the regions and
providing local distribution and access. They operate a network of more
than 85 owned and partner operated temperature controlled logistics
facilities across Europe.
They have annual sales of €3.2 billion and have 17,500 employees.

 +49 831 5916 0
www.dachser.com
info@dachser.com

Ernst Spedition GmbH
Klingenstraße 15
97478 Knetzgau

Forwarder

Ernst Spedition was established in 1947 and is based close to Frankfurt
and Nurnberg. The company is family owned.
They also provide temperature controlled storage facilities at their
Knetzgau office (East of Frankfurt).

 +49 952 7922 10

Ernst Spedition is strategically located close to major road networks
providing access to other major centres of population and the rest of
Germany.

www.ernst-spedition.de
mailto@ernst-spedition.de
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Hallog GmbH
Alleebreite 13
06295 Lutherstadt
Eisleben

Forwarder
Hallog are a medium-sized service provider with over 20 years’
experience in food logistics.
They provide temperature controlled logistics for full and part loads
across Germany from a number of different depots and offices including
Eisleben, Unna, Halle and Garching near Munich.
Hallog’s nationwide network of logistics centres, located strategically
combined with over 100 vehicles in Germany alone provides national
coverage with high levels of service and short lead times.
Services include full and part loads on a domestic and international
basis. Goods can be transported across the full temperature range from
+25°C to -18°C.

 +49 347 5725 559

They have a turnover of €15 Million.

www.hallog.de
info@hallog.de

Heidelmann Spedition GmbH
An der Feuerwache 20 34613 Schwalmstadt

Forwarder

Heidelmann GmbH provides services in the transport of temperature
controlled goods. They specialise in food logistics from small shipments
to full loads throughout Germany and Europe.
Heidelmann operate three separate cold stores with 25,000 m2 and
37,000 pallet positions with different temperature ranges of -28°C to
+28°C for storage of various ambient, chilled and frozen products.
Heidelmann are located about 150 Km North East of Frankfurt. They
provide domestic and international service on a Europe wide basis.
The company has 50 vehicle, they transport 23, 000 tons per month.

 +49 669 1941 00

They employ 120 people.

www.heidelmann.de
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Kraftverkehr Nagel
FriedrichMenzefrickestraße 6
D-33775 Versmold

Forwarder
Kraftverkehr Nagel was established in 1935 and is still a family owned
business.
They provide national and international transport and distribution
services.
They operate a Europe-wide distribution network with 90 locations in
17 countries in Europe and over 4,300 vehicles.
In Germany they have 26 owned depots and distribution centres
nationwide for full and part load services.

 +49 542 3960 0

Kraftverkehr Nagel employs more than 9,400 people across Europe.

www.kv-nagel.de
info@kv-nagel.com

Krekel
Nossenerstraße 10
D-67577 Alsheim

Forwarder
Krekel are a German based freight forwarder providing scheduled
services to and from Europe to Ireland two to three times per week for
part and full loads.
This includes distribution in Ireland from a depot in Dublin and linkages
with other UK depots in London, Birmingham and Manchester and then
to Germany with an extensive network providing daily groupage services
across all of Germany.
Products can be distributed widely throughout Germany using the
“Dialog” distribution network which is a collaboration of medium sized
transport companies as well as Krekel’s own network of depots and
distribution centres.
Krekel also offer a wide range of warehousing and inventory
management services for products in markets held close to customers.

 +49 624 9949 600

Krekel have a turnover of €10 million.

www.krekel.org
jan.glassee@krekel.org
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L.T.G. Langenlonsheimer Transport GmbH
An den Nahewiesen 15
55450 Langenlonsheim

Forwarder

LTG Langenlonsheimer Transport was established in 1982. They provide
a variety of transport and distribution services including food logistics.
They have a range of different vehicles and operate from locations at
Langenlonsheim (headquarters), Speyer, Neuwied and Hannover.
In addition to their headquarters, they have seven offices and over 30
locations providing national coverage for all aspects of transport and
delivery.
As of 1st January 2011 they have a fleet of 900 vehicles.

 +49 670 4962 60

They employ over 350 people and have a turnover of €35 Million.

www.htf.de
info@ltg-transporte.de

Logistik In XXL Kraftverkehr Burg GmbH
Christian-Pommer-Str.
20
38112 Braunschweig

Forwarder

Logistics XXL is a joint venture of different logistics providers operating
under one brand.
They provide a comprehensive range of different services based on the
capabilities of each network partner.
The also provide long and short term storage as well as warehouse
services.
Braunschweig is 100 Km East of Hannover.
Food transport is a core competence and includes bulk products but also
confectionery, beverages and sensitive goods. In 2003 XXL were
certified to ISO 9001:2000 standards and are certified to HACCP foods
regulation standards.

 +49 531 3709 00

Turnover is €21 Million and they have 200 employees.

www.logistik-in-xxl.de
xxl@lasttrans.de
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MUK Logitiks AG
Lilienthalallee 25
80939 Munich

3PL
MUK Logistiks have been established for over 100 years specialising in
cold temperature logistics. MUK Logistik GmbH has a registered equity
of €2.6 million and is a member of the MUK group with HQ North of
Munich.
They have 28 branches across Germany from Munich to Hamburg
providing an extensive network for national coverage for the storage
and distribution of frozen food.
Their network of cold store warehouses extends to some 1.5 Million m3
with an annual throughput of over 2 million pallets.
They also provide international services that are coordinated from their
Munich group headquarters.

 +49 306 8970 60

As a market leader in frozen food logistics in Germany, it employs
approximately 500 employees at 16 locations, with an annual turnover
of approximately €50 million.

www.muk-ag.de
muk.berlin-niemetzstrasse@muk-ag.de

Papp Logistik München
Schäftlarnstraße. 10
D-81371 Munich

Forwarder

Papp Logistik has been transporting food for more than a century. They
distribute palletised fruit and vegetables across Germany.
They provide national daily deliveries to all commercial central depots
for fruit and vegetables within 24 hours.
They also transport fruit and vegetables to countries including Italy
Spain, Hungary, Greece and Turkey.
Their team includes an international planning team in Munich. They
have access to over 1,000 European carriers.

 +49 897 2042 01

They have 25 cross-docking stations in Germany.

www.papp-logistics.com
mail@papp-logistics.com
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Paul Fierek Transport GmbH
Fichtenstraße 7
69509 Mörlenbach/Odw.

Forwarder

Paul Fierek has been established since 1974.
They provide logistics services for perishable goods, freight transport
and storage. Their headquarters is in Weinheim, in Southwestern
Germany with a branch office in Kempen, Western Germany.
They operate 130 trucks and trailers.
Services include the entire range of product logistics and transport for
time critical deliveries including pick up, transport, intermediate
storage and delivery.
Their Weinheim logistics centre includes 22,000 m2 of facilities. This
includes more than 1,000 m² of cold storage with three different
temperature ranges and a fleet of the most up-to-date refrigerated
vehicles for full and part loads on a flexible basis.

 +49 620 1189 80

The company employs over 180 people.

www.fierek.de
info@fierek.de

Paul Schockemöhle Logistics GmbH & Co. Kg
Rienshof 2,
49393 Mühlen

Forwarder

Paul Schockemöhle provides temperature controlled food logistics.
They were established in 1966.
They have nine logistics centres located close to the major road
networks across the North of Germany and provide a national transport
service for the whole of Germany.
They operate across the full temperature range from -25°C to +25°C
with double deck and multi chamber vehicles and semi-trailers.

 +49 549 2808 228

They also provide a wide range of warehousing services from receipt
and storage to re-labelling and packaging.

www.schockemoehle.de
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Rolf Benzinger Spedition-Transporte GmbH
Werftstraße 13
76186 Karlsruhe

3PL

The Benzinger Group specialise in logistics and transport solutions for
fresh, cool and temperature sensitive goods and have over 20 years’
experience.
They provide national transport and distribution services across
Germany but also all over Europe and parts of Russia.
Food logistics includes fresh and frozen products. They have a fleet of
190 trucks which includes refrigerated trailers.
The Benzinger Group has offices in Germany, France, Spain, Poland and
Russia.

 +49 721 9557 845

They employ 350 people and have a turnover of €30 Million.

www.benzinger-spedition.de
norbert.heinrich@benzinger-spedition.de

RTS Road Runner Transport Service GmbH
Eikesberg 63
D-49076 Osnabrück

3PL

RTS was formed in May 1994 at Osnabrück.
They are specialists in temperature controlled transport to and from
Western and Southern Europe with daily departures to Ireland, UK,
France, Spain and Italy.
Services include frozen, refrigerated and fresh as well as dry goods that
can be picked up as return freight on a backhaul basis.
RTS have 100 trailers fitted with satellite tracking with a further 70 subcontractors totalling 170 trucks being operated on a daily basis. They
transport approximately 16,000 pallets weekly within Europe and offer
a full and part load service. In the UK they deliver daily into Tesco,
Sainsbury, Aldi and Lidl amongst others.
Since January 2010 RTS is a fully-owned subsidiary of the NORDFROSTGroup.

 +49 541 1816 0

Turnover is €37 Million with 200 employees.

www.rts-roadrunner.de
info@rts-roadrunner.de
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Schmechel Transport GmbH
Rögen 10
23843 Bad Oldesloe

Forwarder

Schmechel Transport provides transport and logistics services for
temperature controlled products. The business is family owned.
They provide a national and international service and transport fresh
and frozen products in all temperature ranges for full and part loads
and on a groupage basis.
They operate 150 refrigerated trailers. Other facilities and
infrastructure includes a 4,000 m2 distribution centre with refrigerated
storage.
Bad Oldesloe is close to Hamburg which provides access to the German
motorway network but also to the Northern sea ports.

 +49 453 1175 101

Turnover is €26 Million and 200 employees.

www.schmechel.de
info@schmechel.de

Schober Transport GmbH
Birkelstraße 14
71384 Weinstadt

3PL

Schober Transport has been established for over 70 years. Their focus
is on solutions for the food industry and retailers for branded products.
They transport more than 500,000 tonnes of fresh and refrigerated
food per year between 0°C and 5°C.
Customers include major German food companies as well as small
Italian ham producers, Austrian yoghurt manufacturers and cheese
producers from Southern Germany.
Schober also work with a number of partners as part of the “profresh”
group who provide local representation all across Germany. DHL’s
Food Division for example use the “profresh” network to distribute
fresh product in Germany.

 +49 715 1969 690

Schober employs over 700 people across 11 locations. They have over
200 vehicles.

www.schober-transport.de
info@schober-transport.de
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Transthermos
Rondenbarg 25
Hamburg

3PL
Transthermos Cold Chain Logistics is a German based logistics provider
who run regular services to Ireland from their base in Germany. In
addition they have a regular service to the UK, France, Belgium,
Holland, Spain and Italy.
Transthermos has a fleet of over 500 truck units on the road at any one
time serving the whole of Europe. This includes international groupage
and collection and delivery from most European countries.
They provide a full range of management information to clients ranging
from track & trace and proof of delivery, temperature monitoring data
through to key performance indicators and trend data. Much of the
management information is available on-line in real time.

 +49 408 5364 210

Transthermos ship over 2.5 million pallets every year.

www.muk-ag.de

Uhlhorn GmbH
Sulingerstraße 1
27239 Twistringen

Forwarder
Uhlhorn was founded in 1876 and is still owned and managed by the
fourth generation of the same family.
They provide transport of fresh and temperature sensitive goods
transported in the range between -30°C and +30°C with a fleet of over
300 vehicles.
Uhlhorn is headquartered in Twistringen, South of Bremen and they
operate from 14 different locations across Germany.

 +49 424 3304 1

They have a turnover of €90 Million and 650 employees.

www.uhlhorn.de
info@uhlhorn.de
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Wilms Transport GmbH
Chausseestraße 3
D-15745 Wildau

Forwarder

Wilms Transport is based in Wildau, South of Berlin. The company
was founded in 2009 formed from two established businesses.
The company specialises in freight forwarding and shipping of
temperature controlled products and goods. They provide a national
service for ambient, frozen and chilled food logistics. They also offer
a “City Logistics” service for regional distribution with multi
temperature vehicles and work with a number of longstanding
associate companies.
Warehousing services are provided on a flexible basis depending on
requirements.

 +49 216 3898 762

The company operates from three centres at Wildau, Hamburg and
Niederkruchen.

www.wilms-transport.de
info@wilms-transport.de
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Index of Selected In Market Spanish Logistics Service Providers
#

Logistics Service Provider

Classification

1

Actiu Transport

Haulier

118

2

Cofrivigo

Haulier

118

3

Cronofrío-Norestrans (Masterfrío)

Haulier

119

4

Disfrimur, S.L. (Grupo)

3PL

119

5

Frio Ejido SL

3PL

120

6

Grupo Garvasa

Haulier

120

7

La Archenera Logistica Sl

3PL

121

8

Logifrio

3PL

121

9

Logistic Transportes Nb

Haulier

122

10 Montfrisa, S.A.

3PL

122

11 Patinter Espana Sl

3PL

123

12 Suditrans Sl

Forwarder

123

13 Transaher Logistics Integrale

3PL

124

14 Transdonat

Haulier

124

15 Transportes Agustín Fuentes E Hijos, S.L.

Haulier

125

16 Transportes Arenaz

Haulier

125

17 Transportes Argos

3PL

126

18 Transportes Badosa, S.A.

3PL

126

19 Transportes Barbarin

3PL

127

20 Transportes Carreras Sa

3PL

127

21 Transportes Codina, S.A. (Grupo)

3PL

128

22 Transportes Cruz

3PL

128

23 Transportes Mazo Hermanos

Haulier

129

24 Transportes Molinero, S.L.

3PL

129

25 Transportes Oteiza Sa

Haulier

130
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Actiu Freight
Paseito Ramiro,
8 Ppal
03002 Alicante

Haulier
Actiu are a full service logistics provider based in Alicante in Spain.
They provide multi-modal logistics solutions including Road Freight
with a large fleet of trucks.
Actiu offer full or part load services to and from any European country.
Bespoke services can also be provided. This includes partial loads and
express services with fully temperature controlled trucks and in some
cases two drivers. The company can offer backhaul opportunities in
collaboration with other partners.
Services include warehousing in Alicante including 1,000 m2 of dry
warehouse storage and redistribution services.

 +34 965 230 698

Other services include air and sea transport services.

www.actiutransport.com
info@actiutransport.com

Cofrivigo
Apdo, de Correos
76-36400
Porrino
Pontevedra

Haulier
Cofrivigo is a road transport cooperative which works both in the
National and International sectors. Cofrivigo provides refrigerated road
transport for full and part loads from their base in the North East of
Spain.
They have more than 25 years’ experience in the refrigerated transport
field.
Cofrivigo offers temperature controlled transport for all kinds of
perishable goods, fruit and vegetables and frozen goods.
They also provide transport services to any area of the EU and border
countries.

 +34 986 335307

Cofrivigo have a fleet of 85 trailers fully equipped with communication
systems, temperature control and the latest generation refrigeration
units.

www.cofrivigo.com
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Cronofrío-Norestrans (Masterfrio)
Poligono Jardi
Carrer Ginebrer,6-12
17843 Palol de Revardit
Girona

Haulier

Masterfrio is a dedicated logistics company with over 25 years’
experience in perishable food logistics.
They provide a range of service including transport of full and part loads
on a national and international basis. They provide a service to all parts
of Spain.
Masterfrio operate from modern premises in Girona with a wide
network across Spain. This includes a large fleet of vehicles and
associated infrastructure including refrigerated storage.
Ireland is included as one of their international destinations.

 +34 9724 76400

They have been ISO 9001-2000 certified since 1999.

www.masterfrio.com
masterfrio@masterfrio.com

Disfrimur, S.L. (Grupo)
Lavadero Murcia
Avda De Lorca Nº 174,
Sangonera La Seca
Murcia

3PL

Disfrimur Group is a group of private and independent family owned
businesses.
The Group is primarily involved in transportation and logistics. This is
achieved with a modern fleet including multi temperature vehicles.
The Group has a presence in the provinces of Madrid, Zaragoza,
Barcelona, Valencia, Albacete, Alicante, Murcia, Almeria, Malaga and
Cadiz providing the basis of national coverage.
They also have a number of logistics platforms for storage and
distribution of products in Valencia, Albacete, Murcia and Alicante
providing over 60,000 m2 of warehouse capacity.
Disfrimur have three main customer groups including manufacturers,
distributors and logistics operators predominantly related to food.

 +34 91 660 43 00

The Group employs 700 people and has over 300 vehicles. They have a
turnover of €18 million.

www.grupodisfrimur.com
info@disfrimur.com
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Frio Ejido SL
Ctra El Ejido
Almeriamar Km 2.5
04700
Almería

3PL
Frio Ejido was established in 1991. They provide refrigerated transport
services on a national basis.
Frio Ejido also has a storage capability which includes over 20,000 m2 of
storage including 5,000 m2 of refrigerated storage.
They provide services to any domestic destination on a full and part load
basis and a range of logistical services. Frio Ejido offer services for
importers and exporters through a dedicated department.
Frio Ejido operates one of the largest fleets on the Almeria coast. Their
vehicle fleet is less than 2 years old and is complemented by a range of
contract vehicles providing wider international services.

 +34 950 48 90 60

They have a turnover of €10 million and employ 85 people.

www.frioejido.com
info@frioejido.com

Grupo Garvasa
The Helguera, 28
39627 Arenal de
Penagos, Cantabria

Haulier
Grupo Garvasa have more than 50 years’ experience in the field of
logistics and transport.
Their fleet of vehicles includes 42 vehicles.
They provide services in road haulage, temperature-controlled
transport, national and international transport. This includes groupage
and small loads as well as a consolidation service.
Other services include storage and warehousing as well as value adding
services including order management, inventory management and
customer services.
Infrastructure includes more than 90,000 m2 of facilities in Cantabria in
the North and Palma de Mallorca.

 +34 942 517 615

Grupo Garvasa employs more than 300 staff.

www.garvasa.com
info@garvasa.com
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La Archenera Logistica SL
Avenida Dr. Mario
Spreático,
88. Archena PO Box 146
30600 Murcia

3PL

La Archenara Logistics provide national and international transport
services for temperature controlled products and dry goods.
They were formed as a cooperative society in 1982 formed by seven
different carriers. The main activity of La Archenera is transportation of
fruit, vegetables, refrigerated and frozen goods.
Facilities include a 90,000 m2 depot with truck facilities. In addition La
Archenera also provides storage and distribution of goods including
stock control and product tracking.
They have a dedicated commercial, import and national distribution
department.

 +34 968 671 192

Their fleet includes over 120 vehicles and 80 staff. They have a turnover
of €20 million.

www.laarchenera.com
archen12@laarchenera .com

Logifrio
C/Del Yunque,
8 Poligono Industrial
San José De Valderas
28918
Madrid

3PL
Logifrio provide temperature controlled logistics in Spain (and Portugal).
They were established in 1980 and have grown rapidly through organic
growth and by acquisition. They distribute refrigerated, frozen and
ambient products for consumers.
They operate 33 logistics platforms on the Iberian Peninsula and
Spanish Islands with a capacity of 280,000 m3 of cold storage and 20,000
distribution points.
Logifrio provides transport and distribution services across Spain in all
the key centres of population providing complete coverage of the whole
market. Logifrio also provides export and import consolidation and has
regular deliveries to and from Ireland.
Services include full and part loads and consolidation. They provide
logistics advice and provide an extensive range of value adding services
related to inventory management and distribution.

 +34 916 434 469

Logifrio have a turnover of over €60 Million, employ over 700 people
and operate a fleet of 400 vehicles.

www.logifrio.com
madrid@logifrio.com
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Logistic Transportes NB, SL
Parc Ind Calle
Ciutat de Carlet
Tramuntana 11
46240 Valencia

Haulier

Transportes NB was established in Valencia in 1996.
They specialise in both perishable and non-perishable products. Their
main activity is the transport of fruit and vegetables on a national and
international basis.
Transportes NB have a fleet of 65 refrigerated vehicles (which are
renewed every three years). Facilities include refrigerated warehouses
for the storage and trans-shipment of products.
Transportes NB have a dedicated import and export department.

 +34 96 253 82 22

They have a turnover of €11 million and employ 13 people.

www.nbtransportes.com
trafico@nbtransportes.com

Montfrisa, S.A.
Centro Logistico de
Abastecimiento
Rio Guadiato, 5 – 28906
Madrid

3PL
Montfrisa is a distributor of frozen food in Spain established in 1919.
Their distribution network covers all of Spain on a daily basis. They
provide a range of services on a full and part load basis including
groupage.
Montfrisa have offices or facilities in Vigo, Madrid, Barcelona and
Valencia as well as a network of partners all over Spain dealing with
national and local distribution.
Their local Spanish network distributes over 430,000 tonnes a year
across the Iberian Peninsula on a daily basis.
They also have a cold store facility in Getafe with the capacity for
storing 18,000 pallets and a multi-storey mezzanine with room for 1,900
pallets. Warehouse services include storing, inventory management
and cross docking.
They have a fleet of 150 company owned vehicles, whose average age is
less than three years old.

 +34 91 691 85 90

They have a turnover of €13 million and employ 125 people.

www.montfrisa.es
montfrisa@montfrisa.es
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Patinter Espana S.L.
Pol. Ind Okiturri –
Parcela 2,
E01207 San Roman de
San Milan
Alvava

3PL
Patinter Espana provides refrigerated transport services for perishable
foodstuffs and other products, on a national and international basis.
National distribution includes daily and weekly deliveries and full and
part loads. Logistics services include warehousing and a range of value
adding services which include receiving, storing, inventory
management, order preparation, cross docking and despatch.
Patinter operate across the Iberian Peninsula and other countries in
Europe. This includes a branch in Madrid and a head office in Alvava.
Patinter have an extensive fleet of vehicles with over 100 refrigerated
trucks. Infrastructure in Spain includes over 35,000 m2 of warehousing
and logistics facilities.

 +34 945 304 980

They have a turnover of €11 million and employ 16 people.

www.patinter.com
patinter.spain@patinter.net

Suditrans SL
Apartado de Correos
485
Polígono Industrial
Oeste
30.169 - San Gines
Murcia

Forwarder
Suditrans is a logistics and distribution company based in Murcia.
They provide refrigerated transport services both nationally and
internationally.
They offer planned routes serving strategic delivery points including
Barcelona, Tarragona, Valencia, Madrid, Pamplona and Zaragoza.
They currently have 30 tractor units and 30 “thermo king” refrigerated
trailers with an average age of less than four years.
Infrastructure includes storage of 10,000 m2 with over 2,000 m2 for
refrigerated goods. They also have the capacity for 9,000 pallets at
room temperature and 6,000 pallets under temperature controlled
conditions.

 +34 968 379 700

They have 44 employees and a turnover of €4 Million.

www.suditrans.com
comercial@suditrans.es
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Transaher Logistics Integral
Avenida de Europa nº 9
CT Coslada 28821
Madrid

3PL

Transaher Logistics Integral provide national transportation services.
They have been established for over 25 years.
The company has grown over this period from having facilities in Madrid
and Barcelona to add new routes and facilities. They collect and
distribute goods throughout Spain (and Portugal) both to the mainland
and the Islands. A key part of their business is the management of
supplies to supermarkets.
Services include daily collection and delivery of full and part loads and a
wide range of warehouse related services including receiving, managing
products and electronic billing.

 +34 91 669 77 82

The company employs over 600 people and has 38 logistics platforms
across Spain. They operate over 150,000 m2 of warehouses and more
than 450 vehicles.

www.transaher.es
transaher@transaher.es

Transdonat SA
Avda Pérez Galdós,
125 Bajos
46018 Valencia

Haulier
Transdonat has over 40 years’ experience in national and international
transportation services.
They transport fruit, vegetables and dairy products.
Their fleet of vehicles includes over 120 trucks as well as climate
controlled trailers for the transport of perishable and frozen
merchandise.
Infrastructure also includes warehousing and associated facilities.

 +34 96 382 24 00

Transdonat have an approximate turnover of €15 Million and employ
108 people.

www.transdonat.es
Info@transdonat.es
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Transport Agustín Fuentes E Hijos, S.L.
SL Carretera Nacional
CP30565,
Las Torres de Cotillas
Murcia

Haulier

Agustin Fuentes is a logistics operator and transporter of goods.
They provide domestic and international services. They are part of the
Power Logistics Group.
Their services include refrigerated transport, storage, distribution and
dry storage. Refrigerated warehouse capacity within the Group is
approximately 175,000 m3 or 50,000 Europallets.
Over the years they have become a leader in the freight sector to third
parties with sales in this area growing by over 35%.
Power Logistics serve over 3,000 customers and have a fleet of over 350
vehicles. Power Logistics import and export products to and from Spain.
Ireland is identified as a key location.

 +34 968 626 909

They have a turnover of €74 million and employ 244 people.

www.grupofuentes.com
trans@grupofuentes.com

Transportes Arenaz S.L.
Lonja de Tragove,
Dept. 3
Cambados 36630
Pontevedra

Haulier

Transportes Arenaz specialises in and has over 75 years of experience
of domestic and international refrigerated freight transport.
They transport food including fruit, fish, seafood and meats. They are
based in Cambados (Pontevedra) and deliver all over Europe.
They have a turnover of €2 million and employ 10 people.

 +34 986 542 963
www.transportesarenaz.es
info@transportesarenaz.es
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Transportes Argos
S L Autovia del
Mediterraneo
30892 Librilla
Murcia

3PL
Transportes Argos provides national and international road transport
for ambient and temperature controlled products.
The services provided are focused on full and part loads. They have a
current fleet of 225 vehicles of which 200 are refrigerated units.
Facilities include a 30,000 m2 depot and warehouse close to the
Mediterranean Motorway (N340) providing cross docking facilities,
storage and redistribution to various destinations.
Transportes Argos’ operations for storage and distribution have been
certified by BRC Global Standards for the storage and distribution of
frozen food.

 +34 902 40 32 11

They have a turnover of €27 million and employ 100 people.

www.transportes-argos.com
info@transportes-argos.com

Transportes Badosa, S.A.
Avellana s/n
Poligon Industrial
17178
Les Preses
Girona

3PL

Transportes Badosa has over 40 years’ experience in refrigerated
transport.
They provide temperature controlled food transportation and logistics
services. Services include daily distribution to the main commercial
centres, bulk dealers, national and local distribution to all Spanish
provinces.
They offer a high quality service throughout Spain, France, Portugal and
Andorra, in addition to a service throughout the EU and Eastern
European countries.
Transportes Badosa has a fleet of over 50 vehicles as well as a 16,000 m2
warehouse facility with a refrigerated capacity of 10,500 m3.

 +34 972 69 47 07

They have a turnover of €12 million and employ 60 people.

www.transbadosa.es
badosa@transbadosa.es
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Transportes Barbarin
Polígono Industrial
Morea Sur. Beriain
31191
Navarra

3PL

Transportes Barbarin has been established over 40 years and transports
both ambient and refrigerated goods nationally and internationally.
Their fleet of refrigerated vehicles fulfil ATP procedures to ensure goods
can be transported and delivered in good condition even with an
exterior temperature of up to 30°C.
They own a fleet of more than 70 Euro V vehicles. Infrastructure
includes a warehouse of over 4,000 m2 on the N-121 near to Pamplona
and connecting with the major road network in the North of Spain and
to the port at Bilboa.

 +34 948 312 622

They hold ISO 9001 quality certification and SQAS for transport of
dangerous goods.

www.trbarbarin.com
info@transportesbarbarin.com

Transportes Carreras SA
Plataforma Logística
PLAZA
C/ Messina 2
50197 Zaragoza

3PL

The Carreras Group dates back to 1933. The company is still based in
Zaragoza but now has offices in all major Spanish cities including
Valencia, Santander, La Coruna, Ciudad Real, Seville and Valladolid.
They provide a comprehensive range of services including groupage and
small loads as well as warehouse and distribution services. Transport
services have been enhanced by the addition of a number of
warehouses and logistics platforms across the Iberian Peninsula.
They provide an express pallet service which can deliver anywhere in
Spain in 24hrs or 48 hrs.
32% of their business is the transportation and distribution of food and
beverages.

 +34 976 470 410

Transport Carreras has a turnover of approximately €170 Million and
employ 820 people.

www.grupocarreras.com
cial@grupocarreras.com
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Transportes Codina, S.A. (Grupo)
03007-Alicante
Km.4 Ctra.Madrid
Rec.Merc.
Alicante

3PL

Transportes Codina has more than half a century of experience in
transport and distribution.
They have a wide network of facilities located throughout the country
and internationally which allows them to provide an integrated logistics
service.
Transport services include collection and distribution of products on a
full and part load basis. Storage facilities and warehouse services
include inventory management, order preparation, packing and
distribution. For transport and distribution their vehicles are equipped
with dividers for shipping loads on a dual temperature basis with direct
delivery to consignees.
Transportes Codina has a nationwide network of partners covering all
Spanish regions. They have a fleet of over 150 vehicles and warehouse
storage space of over 35,000 m2 for up to 30,000 Europallets.

 +34 96 510 67 95

They have a turnover of €10 million and employ 73 people.

www.codinagrup.com

Transportes Cruz
Pol. Ind. Agustinos
c/E, nº4
31195 Berrioplano
Navarra

3PL
The Grupo Cruz comprises TransFrio, FriNoble and DMiguel companies
as part of the Group.
Transportes Cruz was established in 1975. They provide refrigerated
transport services domestically and cover all of Europe.
They operate two 10,000 m2 logistics platforms in Pamplona and Toledo
as well as a warehouse of 38,000 m2 in Zaragoza (City of Transport).
This includes refrigerated storage capacity for over 6,000 Europallets.

 +34 948 35 10 35

The Grupo Cruz fleet includes over 150 trucks.

www.transportescruz.com
trafico@transportescruz.com
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Transportes Mazo Hermanos S.A.
Carretara de albalat
s/n 46,6000
Alzira
Valencia

Haulier

The Mazo Group provides national and international transportation
services.
National transport is the core activity of the Mazo Group and they offer
regular routes to Madrid and Barcelona with a full pallet service daily
including the Islands.
Services include refrigerated and non-refrigerated dry goods for full and
part loads.

 +34 96 240 40 11

Mazo’s fleet includes 200 vehicles and 630 semi-trailers as well as over
500 refrigerated and dual temperature units.

www.grupomazo.com
mazo@grupomazo.com

Transportes Molinero, S.L.
Polígono Industrial
"Emiliano Revilla"
Avda Valladolid, 13
Ólvega 42110 (Soria)

3PL

Transportes Molinero provides integrated logistics services at low
temperatures. They were established in the 1940’s and the business
has developed over the years including a transport and warehouse
facility extending to 60,000 m2 as well as a base in La Rioja and offices in
Catalonia and Levante.
They provide national distribution services and can arrange transport
from anywhere in Europe to and from their warehouse to final delivery
to customers.
Molinero provide full and part loads and split goods and offer
redistribution services on a local basis including packing and repacking.
They have a fleet of 200 vehicles for the transport of frozen goods.

 +34 976 192 380

They have a turnover of €27 million and employ 192 people.

www.molinerologistica.es
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Transportes Oteiza SA
Pol Indust. District 2
A 42 Calle
Esquivel
Navarra

Haulier

Transportes Oteiza SA was established in 1975 and they specialise in
refrigerated transport.
They transport fresh and frozen foods both nationally and
internationally on regular routes.
Transportes Oteiza has invested heavily in new technology to improve
the control and management of its fleet of vehicles and traceability of
products.
They are based close to Pamplona.

 +34 948 24 51 58

Transportes Oteiza has achieved the quality certification ISO 9001:2000
(ER-1283/2000).

www.friooteiza.com
oteiza@friooteiza.com
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Index of Selected In Market Italian Logistics Service Providers
#

Logistics Service Provider

Classification

1

Alaska Trasporti Groupage

Haulier

133

2

Alexandra Trasporti

3PL

133

3

Alpina Logistica & Trasporti

3PL

134

4

Autotrasporti Favaron Mauro

Haulier

134

5

Brescia Fiori Srl

Haulier

135

6

Ceva Logistics

3PL

135

7

Consortium S.IN.T.

3PL

136

8

Effepierre Logistics

3PL

136

9

Eurotransport & Logistics

Haulier

137

10 F. Lli Pasquinelli

Haulier

137

11 FERCAM Spa

3PL

138

12 Fresh Ways Srl

3PL

138

13 Frigo Express Srl

3PL

139

14 Friulfreddo Express

3PL

139

15 Gambino Trasporti

3PL

140

16 Gatti Filastro

Haulier

140

17 Gelotrans

3PL

141

18 Geodis Italy

3PL

141

19 Gruppo Arcese

3PL

142

20 Gruppu ATF

Haulier

142

21 HAVI Logistics Srl

3PL

143

22 Logistics And Marisa Renato

3PL

143

23 Mancinelli Due Srl

3PL

144

24 Miletto Trasporti

Haulier

144

25 Nieddu Transportation

3PL

145

26 Nord Barese Trasporti

Haulier

145

27 Number One Logistics Group Spa

3PL

146

28 Stef - Tfe

3PL

146

29 Thg Trasporti Refrigerati

Haulier

147

30 Trading System Srl

3PL

147

31 Transcoop

Haulier

148
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Alaska Trasporti Groupage
Via Dismano, 4583,
47023 Pievesestina di
Cesena (FC)

Haulier

Alaski Trasporti Groupage specialise in the road transport of perishables
and other goods.
They were established in 1986 and have developed and been managed
by a team entirely consisting of women.
They have built-up experience as an intermediary for temperature
controlled transport.

 +39 547 312 014

They specialise in groupage to optimise transport between Northern and
Southern Europe.

www.alaskatrasporti.com
francesca@alaskatrasporti.com

Alexandra Trasporti
70010 Adelfia (BA), str.
prov. Adelfia/Ceglie Km1

3PL
Alexandra Trasporti has a portfolio of over 3,000 customers across
Europe.
They specialise in the transport of fruit, vegetables, organic produce,
frozen food and flowers along the principal routes of the EU’s largest
markets.
In Italy their facilities are in Bari and Zevio (Verona).

 + 39 804 593 393

UK Office (London)
Tel. +44 208 133 1214

Their fleet includes refrigerated vehicles to transport food at controlled
temperatures including the option of dual temperature on a single
vehicle, and also ambient goods.
They provide full load services and a return groupage service (minimum
one pallet) to UK, France, Spain and Germany available for nonperishable goods.
The fleet currently includes more than 150 vehicles.

www.alexandragroup.it
info@alexandragroup.it
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Alpina Logistica & Trasporti
Via Innsbruck
Trento

3PL

Alpina Logistica & Trasporti was established in 1996 to provide
integrated logistics services and supply innovative solutions.
They have consolidated distribution agreements with multinational food
companies and this has contributed to their business approach in terms
of contacts and competences.
They distribute food products across Northern Italy and have recently
completed a 3,000 m2 warehouse with temperature control down to 0°C
with advanced warehouse service capability. This is located in the
Interporto Zone in Trento and is easily accessible off the Autobrennero.

 +39 461 960 360

Clients include Coca Cola, Loaker, Camino and Trentinalatte.

www.alpinalogistica.it
info@alpinalogistica.it

Autotrasporti Favaron Mauro
50, c. Stati Uniti
Padova

Haulier

Autotrasporti Favaron Mauro has 30 years’ experience in supplying fruit
and vegetables to supermarkets in Northern Italy.
Their fleet of vehicles consists of tractors, trucks, refrigerated trucks, all
with tail lifts and temperature recorders allowing them to carry out
national and international transport of goods.
They also provide transport of perishable goods including fresh milk and
dairy products, eggs, meat and frozen foods all under HACCP conditions.

 +39 497 611 04

They provide national and international transport services.

www.favarontrasporti.it
favaron.trasporti@libero.it
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Brescia Fiori Srl
Via dell'industria, 27
25030 Erbusco

Haulier
Brescia Fiori, established in 1951, specialise in the express delivery of
fresh flowers and plants and distribution of fresh and ambient food
across the Northern and Central Italy.
They have over twenty years’ experience in fresh and ambient food
delivery to retail and food companies.
They have a central location based in Erbusco, in the province of Brescia.
They also have offices in San Remo, Pescia and Bologna.
Brescia Fiori operates from a 2,000 m2 warehouse and makes daily
deliveries throughout Italy and also to Austria, Slovenia, Croatia and
France.

 + 39 307 236 72

Their fleet consists of 80 vehicles, large, medium and small size, all
refrigerated for the transport of fresh food.

www.bresciafiori.it
info@bresciafiori.it

CEVA Freight Italy Srl
Via J.F. Kennedy, 3
20090 Frazione Millepini
di Rodano
Milan

3PL

CEVA Logistics are a global logistics operation (formerly TNT Logistics and
EGL Eagle Global Logistics).
Their global reach extends across 170 countries and more than 1,000
operational sites. In Italy they provide integrated freight management
and contract logistics services and operate from approximately 120 sites.
They provide a full range of logistics services and have widespread
experience in the FMCG category in Italy.
They are particularly strong in ambient goods, for example since 2005
they have built a strong relationship with P&G in Italy.
CEVA employ 46,000 people across their integrated global network.

 +39 295 953 21

For the year ending 31st December 2009, the Group reported revenues of
€5.5 billion.

www.cevalogistics.com
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Consortium S.IN.T.
Via di Le Prata, 150
50041 Calenzano

3PL
S.IN.T. - Integrated Transport - was established in Florence in 1986 as a
cooperative group of companies that provide logistics services and
transport. There are 15 cooperative members, ten of which are located
in the province of Florence, while the other five are located in Prato,
Rome, Massa, Bari and Vibo Valentia.
Members provide a full range of logistics services including refrigerated
transport and storage, picking and delivery to supermarkets.
Services include the use of automatic identification systems using radio
frequency and bar code systems, classification of goods, order picking
systems, warehouse management software, transport and fleet
management.

 +39 553 025 019

They operate from a 60,000 m2 covered warehouse.
In total 2,300 people are employed across the cooperative group.

www.consorziosint.it

Effepierre Logistics

3PL

Via Tobagi, 3A
Effepierre Logistics provide global solutions for transportation,
20037 Paderno Dugnano distribution management and integrated logistics. Their national and
Milan
international partners provide a broad range of services in all transport
fields.
They provide a national service but also deliver to France, Germany,
Belgium, Luxemburg, Holland, UK, Romania, Spain, Poland and Turkey.
 +39 291 080 147

The business comprises 40% in the food sector, 10% pharmaceuticals and
50% chemicals. They operate a fleet of approximately 40 vehicles.

www.effepierre.it
info@effepierre.it
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Euro Transport & Logistics S.R.L
224, Via Kuliscioff Anna
47522 Cesena

Haulier

Euro Transport & Logistics (ETL) is a privately owned company serving
the European and the Italian food industry.
With cold stores and warehouses located in Parma, Milan, Verona,
Cesena and Rome they offer temperature controlled distribution
services, from full load to single pallet, anywhere in Italy, including Sicily
and Sardinia.
All their distribution vehicles are equipped with double reefer engines,
lifts, temperature recording systems and satellite monitoring.
They provide a door-to-door European service with daily departures to
and from UK, Germany, France, Holland and Belgium.

 + 39 547 313 331

They employ multilingual staff.

www.eurotl.com
info@eurotl.com

F. LLI Pasquinelli
Zona Industriale
Le Capanne snc
05021 Acquasparta
Terni

Haulier
F. LLI Pasquinelli was established in 1961 and has developed nationwide
distribution and expanded operations into a number of European
countries, including a warehouse in Belgium.
They have a 1,500 m² warehouse at their Acquasparta (TR) and a 14,000
m² warehouse in Grobbendonk, Belgium. They operate 100 weekly
groupage departures from the Belgian warehouse to locations
throughout Italy. This Northern European hub provides a collection and
distribution service in Benelux, Scandinavia and Britain.
In Italy, in addition to their Aquasparta headquarters, they also have
operations in Latina and Milan.
Their Milan facility handles local distribution and pick-ups for the North
West. This is also a key network node between Belgium and the South of
Italy. Here they have 437 m² of office space, ten loading docks and a
2,000 m² warehouse.

 +39 744 944 71

F. Lli Pasquinelli has a turnover of €16 million and 79 employees.

www.fllipasquinelli.it
info@fllipasquinelli.it
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Fercam SpA
Fercam SpA
Via Marie Curie 2
I-39100 Bolzano (BZ)

3PL
Fercam SpA, provide a nationwide network of 22 centres from which
they provide national distribution and international groupage.
Since 2003 they are an associate partner of Dachser, a global logistics
provider. This provides Fercam with a extensive European (and also
global) logistics network from which they can leverage their extensive
nationwide network.
Fercam also have their own network throughout Europe and they have
an office in London.

 + 39 471 530 000

They have a turnover of €450 million and employ 1,350 people
throughout Europe.

www.fercam.com

Fresh Ways Srl
Via Enrico Fermi 10,
20875 Burago di
Molgora

3PL
Fresh Ways Srl distributes both ambient and refrigerated goods.
They deliver full loads, single pallet or small samples. Services include
warehousing, picking and shipment of goods. They offer chilled/cold
warehouse facilities between +4°C and -25°C.
Their main destinations include Ireland and the UK, Italy, France, Spain,
Portugal, Germany, Scandinavia, Benelux, Austria and Greece.
Fresh Ways Srl employ ten logisticians (including management) and a
further nine people in the warehouse.

 +39 396 358 91

They work with national and international hauliers, including Irish
hauliers for backloads to Ireland.

www.freshways.it
info@freshways.it
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Frigo Express s.r.l
Via Baione, 192
70043 Monopoli (Ba)

3PL
Frigo Express s.r.l provides national, regional and local transport services.
They have an extensive distribution network throughout Apulia,
Basilicata, Calabria, Campania, Lazio and Sicily.
They provide cold storage warehousing (1,500 m2), including both chilled
and frozen (down to -25oC).

 +39 809 374 037

Their services include groupage and deliver from full loads down to a
single pallet.

www.frigoexpresslogistics.com
info@frigoexpresslogistics.com

Friulfreddo Express
Via Moretton 04
33056 Palazzolo dello
Stella
Udine

3PL
Friulfreddo Express are specialists in the distribution of fresh products
including meat, dairy products, and food products in general on a
national basis. They have 30 years’ experience.
They provide sorting and delivery directly to retail chain outlets,
hypermarkets and wholesalers.
Their cold storage warehousing comprises of 160 m2 and they operate a
fleet of nine trucks of various sizes.

 +39 431 586 221

Their customers include suppliers of fresh meat, manufacturers of dairy
products, cold meats and gourmet food producers.

www.friulfreddo.it
info@friulfreddo.it
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Gambino Trasporti
Via Belmonte chiavelli,
24
90124 Palermo

3PL
The Gambino Group operates throughout Italy and Europe.
They specialise in the distribution of ambient, chilled and frozen
products. This private company has been operating for several
generations and was established over 60 years ago.
The fleet consists of more than 200 tractor units, trailers, trucks and
vans. The vehicles are equipped with systems to suit various
temperatures and produce requirements.
They specialise in temperature-controlled deliveries on a full load and
groupage basis. They also provide warehouse services and palletised
shipments.

 + 39 916 473 436

Long-haul transport is monitored using satellite tracking.

www.gambinotrasporti.it
info@gambinotrasporti.it

Gatti Filastro
Via Triumplina, 88
25123 Brescia

Haulier
Gatti Filastro has been providing international temperature controlled
transport for over 30 years.
They offer services to and from national and international locations
including Ireland, Belgium, Holland, Germany, France and England.
They have a fleet of approximately 100 vehicles including 40 refrigerated
units and 30 in the Czech Republic and Slovenia operated by partners.
All their vehicles are equipped with anti-theft protection systems and
provide full satellite coverage, sensing the positions of the cabin doors,
containers and unauthorized trailer release.

 + 39 30 349 261

They have a turnover of €12 million per year and employ 21 people.

www.gattitransport.it
info@gattitransport.it
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Gelotrans
Via Torino snc,
03039 Sora (FR)

Haulier
Gelotrans specialise in temperature-controlled transport, both with full
loads and groupage throughout Italy.
The company also have cold storage warehousing for goods in transit
and can provide this service to all their customers.
Whilst offering cold storage facilities, the company mainly operates as a
haulier.

 + 39 277 6522079

They own and operate 5 trucks.

www.gelotrans.it
info@gelotrans.it

Geodis Logistics Italia
Via Toffetti, 104
20139 Milano

3PL

Geodis is a major international logistics provider with extensive
operations in Italy
Since the 1st January 2005, all Geodis' Italian subsidiaries (excluding
those belonging to Geodis BM) are under the control of the Milan-based
holding company Geodis Holding Italia.
Geodis in Italy is organized into five business divisions, similar to other
country level operations providing National and European distribution,
freight forwarding on a full and part load basis.

 +39 382 616 501

Consolidated revenues of Geodis in Italy for 2010 were about €500m,
with 900 employees, 22 warehouses, 9 freight forwarding platforms, 64
distribution points and about 20,000 customers.

www.it.geodis.com
info@geodislogistics.it
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Gruppo Arcese
Via Aldo Moro, 95
38062 Arco (TN)

3PL
Gruppo Arcese was established in 1966. They provide national and
international transport (road, air and sea shipments), warehouse
management, and logistics services.
They are a large scale logistics provider that operates across a range of
sectors including the consumer products sector. They adopt a value
chain management approach to improve process flow, reduce time to
market and lower costs.
Their services include freight management including standard and
express distribution Europe wide, freight forwarding (airfreight,
seafreight and customs clearance) and contract logistics (inbound and
outbound logistics in dedicated or multi-customer warehouses).

 +39 464 573 111

They have a turnover of €50 million and 105 employees.

www.gruppoarcese.com

Gruppo ATF Di Manieri Raffaele E Artiglieri Remo & C. Snc
14, Via Camporcioni Est
EST 51019 Ponte
Buggianese (PT)

 +39 572 634 943

Haulier

Gruppo ATF specialise in the transportation of perishable goods at
controlled temperatures.
They carry a range of chilled and frozen food products including dairy,
meat, vegetables, fruit and (frozen) fish.
They provide both national and international delivery services. They
specialise in international shipments and guarantee an unbroken chillchain.

www.gruppoatf.com
atfdim00@gruppoatf.191.it
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Havi Logistics Srl

3PL

Via Aldo Moro 31
Zona Industriale Nord
41030 Bomporto
Modena

Havi Logistics is a global logistics provider for food and non-food logistics.
Over the past 29 years they have developed an international network of
more than 40 distribution, logistics and service companies.
Distribution companies provide over 6,000 delivery points in 31
countries. They have over 700 trucks.
Specialist services include ICT expertise in hardware, software and
process engineering, software development and supply chain integration.

 +39 59 810 600

Over 6,000 employees work for HAVI Logistics worldwide.

www.havi-logistics.com

Logistica Marisa Renato
Via del Garda, 44
38068, Rovereto
Trento

 +39 464 423 075

3PL

Logistica Marisa Renato specialises in transport and distribution of fresh
food in Trentino Alto Adige, Veneto, Friuli Venezia Giulia, and throughout
Northern Italy.
They provide a monitored temperature controlled fleet. They offer
customers a range of services including: order management, picking,
sorting and palletising.
Logistica Marisa Renato has a logistics platform with cold stores in
Rovereto (TN).

www.logisticamarisa.it
info@logisticamarisa.it
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Mancinelli Due S.r.l
Via Cerreto 50
66010, Miglianico
Chieti

3PL
Mancinelli Due provides logistics and distribution centres in Italy for large
multinational food and beverage companies.
In addition to the distribution of goods the company provides a full range
of supply chain services including: warehousing (15,000 m3), picking,
labelling and brand management facilities.
All personnel involved in the handling of foodstuffs are certified under
HACCP

 +39 871 951 240

Goods are delivered directly to the customer both through the fleet of
owned vehicles or by qualified subcontract truck drivers.

www.mancinellitrasporti.it
info@mancinellitrasporti.it

Miletto Trasporti
Zona ind.le Loc Padulo
Conte
86014 Guardiaregia CB

Haulier
Miletto is located in the Molise region of Italy.
They have been operating since 1990 in the logistics, transport and
distribution of fresh foods. Facilities include a 5,000 m2 warehouse with
1,500 m3 of cold storage, sorting and storage and loading and unloading
areas.
They principally handle products for clients in the Italian dairy and food
industries and markets.

 +39 874 785 029

They provide national, regional and local distribution and services to
meet the needs of large retailers, major food groups and wholesalers.

www.milettotrasporti.com
info@milettotrasporti.it
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Nieddu Logistics
S. SS 127 km 3,300
07026 Olbia (SS)

3PL
Nieddu Logistics was founded in the early 1950’s and has built extensive
transport, groupage and distribution warehouse services in Sardinia.
It has a fleet of over 1,000 vehicles, including temperature controlled
vehicles.
They have a network of branches on mainland Italy for the collection of
goods and a well established distribution network in Sardinia for storage,
sorting and distribution.
They have warehouse capacity of 90,000 square feet including 1,500m3
of cold storage.

 +39 789 371 000

They have a turnover of €10 million and employ 20 people.

www.nieddu.com
nieddu@nieddu.com

Nord Barese Trasporti
Via Trani, 157A, 70051,
Barletta,
Bari

3PL

Nord Barese Trasporti is a logistics provider in the provinces of Bari and
Matera providing national and international transport services.
They also operate groupage in both domestic and international markets.
They provide express deliveries in Italy and Europe, in close collaboration
with specialised national and international LSP’s.
They have 3 warehouses equipped with facilities to support sorting and
storage of all types of goods to support delivery and scheduling.
They specialise in the transportation of fruit and vegetables from the
southern provinces to markets throughout Italy, but in particular to
Lombardy, Veneto, Emilia Romagna, Puglia, Basilicata, Campania and
thus may provide opportunities for backhaul for Irish exporters.

 +39 883 348 211

Their vehicles are temperature controlled for perishable goods, and all
adhere to the HACCP food control regulations.

www.nordbarese.com
nordbarese@tin.it
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Number 1 Logistics Group S.p.A.
V.le Forlanini 2/A
43122 Parma

3PL

Number 1 Logistics Group operates a national distribution network.
The network includes five central warehouses in Milan, Parma, Caserta,
Catania and Cagliari. They also have 18 regional depots providing over
520,000 m2 of storage and an extensive distribution network through 60
transport and distribution partners.
They provide a complete ‘logistics solution’ including storage, transport,
delivery, management information systems and services. They operate
an on-line inventory management system that tracks product shelf
life and ensures traceability of deliveries.
All centres are designed to comply with apply HACCP standards. The
facilities are purpose built to store and sort food products.

 +39 522 770 211

Number 1 have over 2,300 vehicles and over 4,000 employees serving
120,000 customers and making over two million deliveries per year.
They have issued share capital of €5 Million.

www.number1.it
log-group@number1.it

STEF-TFE
21/a Strada S.Donato
S.Prospero – Parmense
43100 PR

3PL
STEF-TFE provides transportation, logistics and information systems.
They are a major logistics group with operations in Italy as well as France
and Belgium.
They provide services including warehousing, distribution platforms and
transportation for a wide range of products -25°C to +15°C.
Categories include meat-based products, dairy, fresh beverages, ice
cream, bakery products, fresh fruit and vegetables, packaged fruit and
vegetables including salads and raw vegetables, prepared foods, catering
products and other products like canned goods and spices.
The transport Division of STEF-TFE is comprised of TFE, SDF and Cavalieri
for fresh products and Tradimar for seafood and frozen products.
Services provided include groupage and part loads.

 +39 521 644 111

The company has a turnover of €129 Million and 301 employees.

www.stef-tfe.fr/index.it
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THG Trasporti Refrigerati
Via Lago d'Orta, 2
20098 San Giuliano
Milanese
 +39 298 284 366

Haulier

THG Trasporti Refrigerati was established in 2008 through the acquisition
of a transport company that had operated for 20 years.
They are Located in Milan and operate over most of Italy on a regional
and local basis and to the rest of Europe.
They employ 15 staff and operate two chilled and one frozen warehouse.

www.thgtrasporti.com
info@thgtrasporti.com

Trading System Srl
Via Arpi, 108,
71100, Foggia

3PL
Trading System Srl offer a range of specific food logistics services
throughout Italy and to the rest of Europe.
Services include warehousing for both chilled and frozen goods,
packaging, labelling and order picking, shipment tracking, ordering
and inventory management.
They provide refrigeration and handling areas for fresh food products
(cold storage at +2°C / +6°C) and frozen food (cold storage at -18°C / 26°C).

 +39 881 723 161

They provide groupage and logistics service, with twice weekly
departures to all main National and European destinations.

www.tradingsystemsrl.com
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Transcoop
2 Via Danubio,
42124 Reggio Emilia

Haulier
Transcoop is a consortium of four cooperatives established in the 1960’s
and 1970’s that merged in 1986.
Their fleet combines about 400 small and medium-sized freight
contractors. They offer a range of services based on a large and diverse
fleet of about 900 vehicles.
Refrigerated transport is one of three areas that they specialise in.

 +39 522 9291

They have a turnover of €103 million and employ 86 people.

www.transcoop.com
info@transcoop.com
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The Guide is for Irish exporters to identify possible Logistics Service Providers
in the key Food and Drinks export markets. This includes companies based in
Ireland providing transport and logistics services and well as providers in the
different markets included.
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